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Welcome to the twentieth 
Newsletter. That right folk, 
somehow we’ve managed to 
produce twenty of these 
things over the last four 
years. So a big thank you is 
probably due to everybody 
who has contributed over the 
years. Right, anyway, on with 
the show… 

Storm of Chaos 
Although you might be 
excused for thinking we don’t 
play fantasy anymore with 
the lack of pointy stick 
inspired articles this quarter, 
the Storm of Chaos event 
organised by Money Muppet 
was a great success (see 
photos opposite). In fact, as 
scary as it seems, I’ve being 
so inspired, I’ve even started 
putting together that 
Screaming Bell that’s been 
sitting in the cupboard since 
last year. However even 
more scary than then, Mark 
Waple and Mark Freeth are 
planning to run a siege game 
down at the club one 
evening before the end of 
the year. Keep your eyes 
open, it should be quite 
impressive. 

Fourth Edition 
You might have noticed this 
new edition of Warhammer 
40000 that mysteriously 
appeared on selves and 
gaming cases since 
September. Well, 
unsurprisingly this seems to 
have generated a burst of 
enthusiasm and there’s a 

lots of 40K stuff going on 
over the next few months. 
From October (through to the 
end of the year) my 40K 
campaign will be running 
(subject to me mostly being 
in the country of course), and 
then on the 17th October, 
we’ve got the 40K marathon 
for Children in Need (a fine 
excuse for lots and lots of 
gaming). 

Other Stuff 
As well a all this, Ian will be 
kicking off the Dungeonbowl 
Challenge for you Blood Bowl 
fans out there. And a couple 
of gangs of muppets are 
planning to head up to 
Nottinghan for the 
Warhammer 40000 Doubles 
Tournament in January, and 
before that, the Warhammer 
World Veteran Open 
Tournament on the 11th 
December. 
It’s going to be a fun filled 
Autumn and Winter! 
Richard Kerry 
Chief Muppet 
As always I’m on the look out 
for more articles so if you’ve 
got any new rules to test out, 
want to review something, 
write a story, or have any 
other interesting article in 
mind, email me and you 
might see it in here next 
time. Newsletter Twenty One 
is due out on the 21st 
December 2004 so I need 
any articles in by the mid of 
December at the latest. 
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Muppet 
Merchandise  
If anyone wants one, we can 
get ‘Team: Muppet’ t-shirts 
and polo shirts, with the 
SMS logo on the front and 
the Team: Muppet logo 
across the back, as 
modelled by various folk at 
the club. 
These are £15 each and 
available in various sizes. 
Speak to Other Muppet 
(Dave James) for more info. 

earns you the title ‘Member 
Muppet’ and entitles you to a 
printed copy of this 
Newsletter four times a year 
plus gets you into ‘The Meet’ 
at member’s rates. In 
addition to this you can join 
Team: Muppet, for the glory 
of, umm, Basingstoke... 

So that’s it? 
Yep, it is. At least until we 
change our minds... 

We’ve now got a club 
running, so what’s the deal? 
Well, as the main aim is just 
to cover our running costs, 
‘The Meet’ on Tuesday nights 
is going to cost you £2 if 
you’re a member and £3 if 
you’re not. 
So how do I become a 
member? 
Sorry, this is going to cost 
you more money. £5 per year 

TH E CLU B 

Well, somehow I’ve managed 
to get through Summer 
without going mad. Note too 
self: two college courses is 
probably a bit much. Anyway, 
there’s lots of fun stuff in 
store for what’s left of 2004, 
including that little demo 
game detailed on page five...  
Richard (the Rat) Kerry 
Chief Muppet 
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EV E N T S DIARY 
O R  M O R E  O P P O R T U N I T I E S  T O  S P E N D  M O N E Y   

3rd October 2004 Gamesday & Golden Demon 2004 

10th October 2004 The Hurst Model Show 
At the Hurst School, in Baughurst near Tadley. Lots of family fun plus 
a muppet run painting table. 

17th October Gamesday IV 
The sixth SMS/Genesis Gamesday, this time at our normal haunt, 
Glebe Hall 

23rd & 24th October 
2004 

Warhammer 40000 Grand Tournament Heat 2 

27th & 28th November 
2004 

Warhammer 40000 Grand Tournament Heat 3 

15th & 16th January 
2005 

Warhammer 40000 Doubles Tournament 
Combat Patrol doubles. Quite a few muppets are planning to go up 
for this one. 

7th May 2005 A Small Matter of Honour 05 

  

2004 SMS Meetings “The Meet” 
Glebe Hall, Church Street, Basingstoke 

28 September*, 12 October, 26 October, 9 November, 23 November, 7 December,  
21 December* 

*indicates dates the Newsletter is available 

20th-21st November 
2004 

Warfare 2004 
Rivermead Centre Reading. Show stuff plus a 40K tournament 

20th-21st November 
2004 

Soul Devourers 
GW Lenton Campaign Weekend. Imperial, Tyranids and Necrons. 
Mark’s Freeth and Waple, plus Nathan are planning to go to this one. 

11th December 2004 Warhammer World Veterans Open Tournament 
WFB, 40K, LoTR and Epic tournament at GW HQ run by the 
Warhammer World Veterans club. 
See www.warhammerworldveterans.net for more information. 

A couple of pictures from our 500 point Storm of Chaos event, “From Small Things Grow”, back in July., and organised by Money Muppet (Paul) 
Congratulations to the top three players, Mark Walker, Mark Waple, and Andy “I don’t play fantasy” Driver 

If you look very closely I’m even in one of these photos… scary huh? 

BANK HOLIDAY 
MONDAY BLUES 
Caxth looked down at the 
Dracon kneeling before her. 
“What did you just say” she 
asked between clenched 
teeth. 
“It is the 29th of Arg your 
mercifulness. The ships 
chronometer has clicked 
over.” The Darcon looked 
down at the floor. 
“Bugger, we’ve been 
following that fleet for weeks 
now and this has to happen” 

“Your orders then” 
“Open communications with 
the Mon-keigh”  
The communications officer 
fiddled with the controls 
muttering “I shouldn’t be 
doing this today”  
“This is Caxth of the Warped 
Mind, you won’t mind if we 
don’t fight today but it’s the 
29th of Arg” 
The speakers crackled and 
the strange sound of a 
human voice came through 
“This is Konrad of the 
Imperial Fists, that’s all right 
if you agree not to fight 
tomorrow it’s the Emperor’s 
birthday” 
“Bloody Bank Holidays, no 
killing for a whole bleeding 
day. But two together what’s 
that all about then” 
“Do you want to pop over 
then I’ll get out the Risk?” 



Howdy sportsfans, 
The Glebeburg Blood Bowl 
League is exited to 
announce the opening of the 
first annual Dungeonbowl 
Challenge! We're looking for 
four teams of brave Blood 
Bowl stars to sign up for this 
unmissable event. 
The four teams will enter a 
playoff, playing regular 
matches to see who gets the 
honour to enter the specially 
created Dungeon. The 
underground stadium has 
been designed and prepared 
by your local Cabalvision 

network, who are sponsoring 
the event. As well as the 
usual fun-filled Blood Bowl 
madness, the Dungeon will 
be jam packed full of 
bottomless pits, 
teleportation portals, and 
exploding chests, 
guaranteed to make the 
event an action packed 
spectacular! 
For those who accept the 
challenge, the rewards in 
store are huge. The runners 
up will receive a generous 
prize of 50,000 gold coins, 
while the winners will receive 
100,000 gold coins, as well 
as the services of the Great 
Gonzo, who we've been 
assured is a wizard of 

excellent repute. The 
Dungeonbowl Trophy will 
also be yours to keep, which 
will help inspire your players 
to even greater 
achievements... 

So don't delay, sign up today! 
<This message was brought 
to you by the Associated 
Broadcasters of Cabalvision 
network. All rights reversed, 
all wrongs revised. ABC are 
proud suppliers of 
Cabalvision to his glorious 
majesty, Karl Franz. All glory 
to the Empire.> 
Ian W 
Comish Muppet 

Sunday October 17th 2004. 
Like Warhammer 40,000? 
Just how many games do you 
think you can squeeze into 
eight hours? Nine, ten, 
maybe more? Well here’s 
your chance as the Sad 
Muppet Society presents its 
Combat Patrol tournament 
gone mad. 
Nine plus games in a single 
day of small scale 
Warhammer 40,000 
mayhem all in aid of Children 
in Need. Sign up in advance 
for £5 and get sponsored, 
per game or per victory (or 
per defeat if you prefer). One 
thing is certain, no one gets 
out of here awake!  
Email Nick Jenkin at 
vonjenkin@btinternet.com 
for more info or to enter. 

And if the 
marathon 
doesn’t interest 
you, there will be 
a whole host of 
other gaming fun 
including 
computers and 
board games 
organised by 
Genesis Sci-fi 
club; possibly 
even the Sad 
Muppet 
Society’s 2004 
Gamesday 
game, the Final 
Trials; plus of 
course bacon 
rolls and a 
bring& buy sale. 
Entry £3 (for 
non-Marathon 
people). 
Richard Kerry 
Major Muppet 
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Hi all, this is a bit of a new 
column here to keep you 
good folk abreast with all the 
little projects going on at the 
club. 
So watch out, there’s 
INCOMING... 

IN
C

O
M

IN
G
 A U T U M N  2 0 0 4  

DU N G E O NBA L L 
CH A L L E G E  

Rules of Engagement: 
Each player will need an army that conforms 
to the rules below: 

• Armies are no more than 400 points. 

• You must have one Troop choice. 

• You may have one HQ choices, but no 
more than one. 

• You may spend remaining points from 
anywhere in the Codex. 

• No model can have more than 2 Wounds. 

• No Special Characters. 

• No 2+ saves. 

• No vehicles with a total Armour value 
greater than 33. This is calculated by 
adding the Front, Side and Rear armour 
numbers (only count the Side once). 

• No ordnance weapons. 

• All models must be WYSIWYG - ”What you 
see is what you get.” 

• All models must be painted and based. 

• And yes, we will be using the 4th edition 
rules for this event 
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Two years ago it was Kroot! 
However after a couple of 
years off, six muppets 
decided to create another 
set piece game for the bright 
lights of Games Workshop’s 
Gamesday; the result: 
The Final Trials. 
An epic game pitting the 
speed, stealth, initiative, and 
finally strength of five 
aspirants against an evil and 
very lethal assault course. 
The aim is to overcome all 
the challenges that stand 
between you and a place 
among the warriors of the 
Space Wolves chapter. 
Simple. Err, no. 
This project started back in 
late spring, and was initially 
driven by Dave “OJ” Offen-
James1, Mark “Red Card” 
Waple, and Dave “he’s dead 
Dave” Driver, plus myself.2 
Rather than doing a normal 
or straight demo game, it 
was decided fairly early on 
that we’d be going 
something a little different. 
The idea was simple enough, 
base the game on a number 
of aspiring Space Marines 
trying to earn a place as a 
full battle-brothers in their 
chapter. 
In “The Great Escape” style 
we decided to go with four 
main areas to test the 
victims, err, I mean 
aspirants. A deep dark forest  
leading to the compound 
fence and guard towers. 
Though to a sentry gun 
covered killing field and then 
finally an urban battlefield. 

With the Kislev Warhammer 
Fantasy book recently 
printed, we decided to go 
with a snow covered board to 
tie all the areas together and 
provide a strong visual 
theme for the board. In 
keeping with this idea, and 
to appeal to the masses 
(hopefully), the Space 
Wolves were chosen as our 
Space Marine Chapter for 
the game. 
With Nathan White and Mark 
Freeth onboard a few weeks 
later, the real work began. 
Nathan, Mark, and Mark 
started on the figures we 
were going to need. Lots of 
wolves (for the forest), some 
normal marines to man the 
guard towers and patrol the 
fence; and lots of servitors 
for the final challenge. Plus 
of course the six scouts that 
would represent our players. 
As well as this little lot, Mr 
Waple in a moment of 
weakness also bought some 
snowmen and penguins for 
the board.3 

Meanwhile elsewhere, Other 
Muppet was starting what 
Mark Waple would later refer 
to as OJ science. Fuelled by 
Mr OJ’s need to do a board 
with moving bits the four 
sections of the game board 
were built in surprisingly 
quick order4, the second of 
which was delivered to Mr 
Driver’s garage for the guard 
tower to be added. 
Meanwhile, back in Tadley, 
Nathan had the third board 
was busy adding dragon 
teeth and the interactive 
sentry guns.5 
Dave OJ managed to finish 
construction on the other 
two boards, and Big Dave 
had a mad rush of his own to 
finish the towers; just before 
we all started paint and 
finish the whole lot together. 
Using Pamber End Scout 
Hall6, we spent three 
evenings painting, re-
painting7, and then adding 
snow8. With the final details 
in place, including moving 
searchlights, the board was 
ready for its final playtesting 
and first show, Model Show 
in Romsey. 
All in all, a successful project 
so far. Just one final test 
remaining, Gamesday 2004. 
Watch out Birmingham, the 
Muppets are a coming…9 
Richard Kerry 
Kill’em All Muppet 

3 R D  O C T O B E R  2 0 0 4 :  T H E  F I N A L  T R I A L S  

IF  YO U GO DOW N TO TH E 
WO O D S TODAY. . .  

The main gates... 

Notes 

1. AKA Other Muppet 
2. The one member of the 
team who made it very clear 
from the beginning that he 
wouldn’t be doing any real 
work, apart from making the 
coffee. 
3. No, NO, it’s not silly, 
honest. 
4. Mostly out of MDF of 
course. 
5. The on/off LEDs did not 
make the final board which 
made that a little easier. 
6. At the end of one of the 
worse roads I’ve ever driven 
on. Bouncy, err, a little. 
7. Spray paint and the 
plastic used for the 
battlements did not mix. 
8. I’ve come off the spray 
mount now Mark, thanks for 
asking. 
9. Methinks we’ll need 
some more ‘dead’ markers 
(laughs evilly). 

"The path to becoming a full 
Battle Brother in the Space 
Wolf chapter is a long one. 
The questioning, feasting, 
blooding, and returning are 
just the start of their jour-
ney. As the physical transfor-
mation into a Space Marine 
is completed, the aspirants 
must under go one final trial 
before joining the ranks of 
the legion. Bravery, Stealth, 
Cunning, and Strength are 
all tested, and only those 
deemed to be worthy are 
finally accepted as true 
brothers." 

Our plucky aspirants chase off some wolves in an unlikely moment of 
teamwork (ok, the photo was setup) 
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Game One came around far 
too quickly and up popped 
Greg Batchelor (a regular 
here and someone who’d 
come third at A Small Matter 
of Honour earlier this year) 
with his new Tau army. A very 
static Tau army with lots and 
lots of guns. Eek. Cleanse 
was the mission and away 
we went. 
All the twin-linked railguns 
opened up on my Land 
Raiders (fully loaded with the 
termies) and, as the smoke 
cleared, both behemoths 
were still there. I was 
surprised by this and Greg 
had to sit down. We moved 
forward in our shock and 
promptly set about killing 
Fire Warriors.  
My Dreadnought with the 
Missile Launcher, Kord, hit 
using frag and managed to 
cover four fire warriors; golly 
gosh. Needing 3+ to wound I 
confidently rolled four 1’s. 
Oh. Not quite what we had in 
mind there. 
Meanwhile, Greg’s super 
Broadsides were still trying 
to do damage to my Land 
Raiders. He finally managed 
to glance the Crusader and 
off came a Hurricane Bolter 
array. For some reason he’d 
also moved a unit of Stealth 
Suits far too close to the 
Land Raider Crusader (LRC).  
Next turn I deployed out from 
the LRC and my commander 
and his friends tore straight 
through the stealth suits 
without even pausing for 
breath. Truly a spectacular 
sight. At this point they then 
realised just where they were 

standing; right in the centre 
of all those nice Tau guns. 
This was going to smart! 
Everything fired at them and 
everyone died except the 
Commander – he made two 
invulnerable saves and 
poked his tongue out at the 
Tau4. 
This slaughter continued 
until we came to the last 
turn. My two Land Raiders 
were still okay and holding a 
quarter each (they’d lost a 
gun each but were still 
mobile). One Dreadnought 
was contesting another 
quarter and that was it. Greg 
moved some Stealth Suits 
into one of my quarters and 
now it was one each and two 
contested. 
I needed to kill three out of 
the five Stealth Suits in the 
last shooting phase in order 
to win. We could see them, 
fortunately, so we fired the 
Dread at them and killed 
two. Wahoo. Now the Land 
Raider with only one twin-
linked Lascannon able to see 
them fired. It missed. A-ha I 
said, twin-linked5 and rolled 
again. Up came the one. 
Words were directed at the 
gunner that I will not repeat 
here. It wasn’t pretty. 
Totting up and we had a 
draw. Not a bad start. Have 
to be thankful that the Tau 
Broadsides brought the 
wrong ammo! 
So it was that Game Two 
came around and up 
stepped Paul Frith and his 
Iron Hands. This was patrol 
and, to sum up, I got shot too 
pieces. Oh, you want details 
do you? Well, the 
commander came on last; 
which summed up the battle 
really. 
As it turned out this was a 
wise decision. Up to turn four 
everything was kind of even 
with the odd loss here and 
there on both sides but turn 
four was to change the face 
of the battle6. He drew line of 
sight to my Land Raider 
Crusader with his three 
missile launcher Devastator 

squad and promptly gave it a 
go. Only one hit! I was happy. 
He rolled a six. I was now 
nervous. Then he rolled 
another six!!!! “Arghhh!” said 
I.  
To make matters worse one 
of the termies died getting 
out. Then, and this really did 
take the biscuit7, he fired 
every heavy bolter he had at 
the survivors. Four, yes four, 
termies died. How many 
1’s???  
After an hour the game 
ended. He had scored 673 
points and I had, erm, 61. 
Yes it was that close! 
My Land Raider, the squad 
on board and the 
commander (skulking at the 
back) was all that remained 
of my army. 
So off we went with our tail 
between our legs and vowed 
to do better on day two.  
Day two dawned and my 16 
model army (have I 
mentioned the lack of 
models in my army?) set off 
once again for the town of 
Devizes. 
My first opponent today 
would be Gary Batchelor, the 
father of Greg and the man 
who took best army at 
ASMOH. This time he was 
fielding his Tanith based 
Imperial Guard army and 
very nice it was too.  
The mission was Night Fight, 
which considering he had 
two Basilisks, was a real 
blessing. I decided to start 
one squad in the Land 
Raider but not in the 
Crusader. My commander 
wandered into the behemoth 
but found it empty. So he 
decided to stay and enjoy 
some quality time to himself. 
We could see very little due 
to the darkness8 but we did 
manage to kill three 
Guardsmen on the first turn. 
Unfortunately he managed to 
kill a termie and the Land 
Raider got itself stunned by a 
Bassie. Not a good first turn. 
Turn two and my Termie 
squad and the Crusader 
destroyed an entire ten man 

THE DEATHWING DO DEVIZES 
ATTACK 2004 

So my third visit to the land 
that is known in most circles 
as Devizes. This year they’d 
changed the format so that 
we’d play only four games at 
1,500 points rather than six.  
I decided to take my 
Deathwing along for this 
one1. So an army consisting 
entirely of just 16 models2 
was carted off. We’re talking 
twelve terminators, two 
dreadnoughts and two land 
raiders (a crusader and a 
normal one). The 
commander had the very 
nice and shiny Sword of 
Secrets for those cinematic 
moments3. 

Yep, that would be two Land 
Raiders, err, ouch 



“Drive through the 
woods! We’ll cut them 

off  at the pass!” 
“Yes sir!” 

CRACK! CRASH! 
RUSTLE! 

SPLAAAAT! 
“Driver?” 

“Sir?” 
“Why am I wearing a 
bird’s nest on my head? 
“Sorry Sir. Didn’t see 

that tree.” 
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Guard platoon. The Dread at 
the back was blind and 
didn’t realise a battle was 
going on. Oh and I forgot all 
about the machine spirit and 
so didn’t move the stunned 
Land Raider; thus making his 
guess for the next turn a 
little easy! Damn. 
Three termies died in a hail 
of fire as they advanced 
towards the Guard. Only two 
left in the squad now. And he 
scattered off the Raider. 
The third turn saw another 
nine guardsmen riddled with 
storm bolter shells and the 
dreads woke up. Happily the 
god of Deathwing was 
smiling as the Bassies both 
scattered off the Land Raider 
again! An embarrassing 
moment for one termie when 
he got a bit cocky and waved 
at the guard, only to die to a 
lasgun shot shortly 
afterwards. Deary me. 
Turn four and the close 
combats began. My 
commander leapt out all on 
his own to enquire where 
everyone had gone and then 
realised he’d been placed in 
the middle of the Guard 
army. Feeling lonely he 
charged the nearest unit for 
a chat. Meanwhile the lucky 
squad from the Land Raider 
charged in and the last 
surviving member of the shot 
to pieces squad leapt into 
the fray as well. 
The commander killed four 
on his own and not a single 
guard squad ran from 
combat. Phew.  
Unfortunately the LRC was 
then immobilised by enemy 
fire (for a change I wasn’t 
driving into walls or trees) so 
that quarter was now in a 
mess. One Dread went down 
to a glancing hit, so that was 
another quarter now looking 
dodgy and the single termie 
died in combat. 
Meanwhile the commander 
killed another three 
guardsmen in combat and 
the squad refused to run, 
even when Gary purposely 
removed the man with the 
Vox (he had Iron Discipline). 
His squad within 8” of the 
immobilised LRC failed to 
see it as it was obviously 
very, very dark and, shortly 
afterwards, someone did 

finally manage to destroy it – 
again it was from a glancing 
hit! Why does it always come 
up with a six on the glancing 
table, eh? 
Eventually my commander 
died to a meltagun in his 
back and a termie went 
down to a laspistol!?!. 
We totted up and I had two 
quarters, he had one and the 
last one was uncontested. 
So a win for me. I have to say 
that the main contributors to 
my victory were my mad 
commander and the night 
fight double scatter for the 
Basilisks. Only once did they 
actually hit the Land Raider, 
every other turn they 
scattered off. 
So this left Game Four. For 
whatever reason Richard 
and I have never met in a 
tournament, until now. I had 
to take on the one army I 
really didn’t want to face. 
Star Cannons and termies do 
not go together. 
To make matters worse it 
would be recon against a 
very, very mobile Eldar army. 
Nasty. So everything of an 
Eldar persuasion hid on turn 
one behind a nice hill. My 
boys tried to hide but Land 
Raiders are a bit big and we 
didn’t have our mobile 
woods with us.  
First turn and the LRC was 
immobilised. Outside of 24” 
from any Eldar. Oh goody. 
Shortly afterwards, in a 
perfect piece of symbiosis, 
the other Land Raider hit a 
tree travelling through a 
wood and promptly 
immobilised itself. The good 
news was that Kord the 
Dreadnought (twin-linked 
Lascannon and Missile 
Launcher) blew up the Fire 
Prism. Hurrah! 
Kord blew up a Falcon next. 
It was very spectacular. Then 
the Fire Dragons got out and 
looked at the immobilised 
Land Raider. Ah. 
Next turn and the Land 
Raider promptly died to the 
Fire Dragons. In return we 
missed everything. Even 
Kord failed to wound the 
Wraithlord (which in turn was 
failing to damage Kord).  
Kord gave up on the 
Wraithlord and turned his 

attention to a Wave Serpent 
skulking behind the hill. He 
destroyed it. He was having a 
bit of a blinder – which was 
good ‘cos nothing else was. 
Unfortunately Richard got a 
huge Fleet of Foot roll with 
his Banshess and so combat 
was joined with my 
Commander and his squad. 
Meanwhile the Farseer 
smacked my other Dread in 
combat and destroyed it. He 
was now facing a single 
termie. 
The Banshees whacked a 
termie or two (can’t 
remember how many) but 
couldn’t kill the commander 
as his Crux kicked in and he 
made two invulnerable 
saves! We flattened four 
banshees in return but they 
refused to run away. 
In the final combat phase 
the lone termie survived 
against the Farseer, to deny 
him the mega points, and 
the Banshees refused to run 
again (the commander killing 
two of them on his own!) 
In the end we’d lost but only 
by 569 points. It could have 
been worse but, for whatever 
reason, Richard didn’t rush 
his army into my deployment 
zone after the Land Raiders 
were taken out. I have to be 
thankful for small mercies. 
(ed -  doh) 
So there we have it. One win, 
one draw and two defeats for 
my 16 model army. Damn 
difficult to use, reasonably 
resilient and I’m seriously 
looking forward to adding to 
the army, especially now that 
Richard’s gone and 
mentioned the Mortis 
pattern Dreads…. 
Another friendly tournament, 
another fun weekend in a 
dungeon and we managed to 
not get massacred in every 
game. Here’s to next year. 
Now, which army do I take to 
that one?? 
Oh and have I mentioned 
that this Deathwing army 
only had 16 models in it? 
Nick Jenkin 
Martyr Muppet 

Notes 
1. I’d taken the decision to 
use a different army in each 
tournament this year to 
prevent last year’s stale 
attack after using one army 
for the whole year. The 
Deathwing shouted the 
loudest. 
2. A fact I may have 
mentioned several times 
during the weekend. 
3. A matter that Mark 
Freeth’s dreadnought is only 
too painfully aware of as my 
commander has only just 
removed the walker from 
the sword with a can of WD-
40. 
4. At least I think he did the 
tongue poking. On second 
thoughts it might have been 
me doing the tongue poking 
but I can’t quite remember. 
5. I have since found out 
that it’s best not to say “Ah 
but it’s twin-linked” as it’s a 
curse – same as anything 
but a 1. 

6. It went from :-) to :-( 
7. A Bourbon cream I 
believe. 
8. Not sure what they were 
doing there. 



Well, seven months into 
2004 already and I still 
hadn’t notched up one 
tournament until the 
weekend of the 10/11th July 
and Attack 2004 in Devizes. 
Last year I’ll managed to 
enjoy quite a bit of success 
here with my Rath-Torhan 
Strike Force army (a bit like a 
Ulthwe Strike Force, just 
slightly paler) so I was quite 
looking forward to my first 
tournament of the year. 

Alex Funnell’s pink Monlith for 
his pink robots. I don’t think he 

was taking this very seriously 
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This year there were 14 
competitors including an 
impressive six from SMS. All 
the normal suspects were 
present and accounted for 
(myself, Nick Jenkin, Mark 
Freeth and Mark Walker), 
plus Mark Waple and Dave 
McCoy were in there too. 
Awaking up far too early on 
the Saturday morning, myself 
and my lovely wife1 headed 
up to Ludgershall to pick up 
Mr Jenkin2 detouring only for 
one additional circuit around 
a roundabout in Andover. 
With Nick in tow, we headed 
to the Corn Exchange in 
Devizes, only to discover that 
we were the first ones to get 
there. Finding Dave, and 
after quickly looking over the 

entry list3 we 
realised none 
of the stalls 
were setup so 
we popped out 
for coffee in 
town. “Umm, 
you don’t do 
bacon butties 
do you?” says 
Ruth. Err, yes 
they did thank 
you very much. 
Five minutes 
later, the three 
Marks joined 
us and another 
three bacon 
butties 
magically 
appeared. 
Getting back to 

the Corn Exchange and 
saying hello to the other 
competitors, we were given 
our first assignment: 
Cleanse, and my first 

opponent would be… Mr 
McCoy! So that would be a 
league game then. 
Dave got to choose his 
corner and proceeded to 
perch two Exorcists on a hill 
with a perfect killing ground 
in front of them. However I 
managed to win the first 
turn. Mostly hiding behind 
hills4 I passed that honour 
on to Dave. First mistake. 
The girlies moved and then 
opened up on one of my 
Wave Serpents with those 
horrible melta weapons, 
leaving the three passengers 
left cowering behind the 
wreckage after the crash . 
The Exorcists shot the only 
other thing they could see. 
The Wraithlord survived the 
first six (!) krak missiles, 
however the second volley of 
six finished him off. 
Excellent. Great start. 
My turn then, time for some 
payback methinks. Or not as 
the case may be. I mean with 
BS5 you would expect the 
farseer’s singing spear to 
actually hit the tank parked 
in front of him. Err no. Three 
guided pulsar shots from the 
Falcon into one of the 
Exorcists. I think not. Prism 
Cannon into the other. “Sorry 
Mark, didn’t mean to shot 
you, on the next table.” At 
least the guardian defenders 
and Vipers were paying 
attention. “See those girlies 
with heavy weapons.” Ah, 
one unit almost annihilated. 
Better. 
Turn two and Mr Multi-Melta 
tank decided a Mexican 
standoff against the Fire 
Prism would be a good idea. 
He missed twice. Although 
my luck hadn’t really 
changed much as displayed 
by the smoking wreck that 
was a Falcon moments 
before, but at least Dave was 
being dragged down to my 
level. 
By turn three, surprisingly 
little was left in my 
deployment zone. The Vipers 
and Guardians were left to 
snipe at any battle sisters 
they could see from behind 

the crashed Falcon and the 
Fire Prism moved to try and 
take out two happily placed 
flamie tanks. It hit and the 
gun fell off one. Progress. 
Then the big sister got out 
and said “Inferno pistol.” The 
crew of the Fire Prism got a 
really close look just before 
the tank dropped to the 
ground. 
Moving in for the kill, the red 
mist descended across 
Dave’s eyes (although that 
might just be because he 
had finished his pint). Back 
in their now flamer-less 
Immolator the command 
squad decided to rush 
towards my deployment 
zone. Spotting this fairly a 
cunning plan (and the only 
one of the game) started to 
form. The Wave Serpent that 
had spent the game parked 
behind the woods shifted 
forward suddenly stopping 
alongside the Imperial tank. 
Ten Banshees bailed out to 
cover the back door. And 
finally, moving 24 inches 
straight in front of the 
Exorcists a Viper stopped by 
the other door. The tank had 
smoke all around it, but the 
farseer threw his spear at it 
anyway. Stunned. Good. 
Twin-linked bright lances at 
the back? Err no. Spotting a 
potential hole rapidly 
appearing in my cunning 
plan, the guardians 
intervened. One starcannon, 
one hit, one five, and one six. 
Thank very you much, about 
bloody time. BANG.5 
Despite being outnumbered 
and very much outfought, 
the true turning point of the 
battle didn’t come to turn six. 
At the end of Dave’s turn he 
controlled two table quarters 
and contested the other two. 
One Viper moved to contest 
one of Dave’s quarters. My 
farseer, having slowly moved 
up the board threw his spear 
at the Exorcist contesting 
another quarter, 
immobilising it.6 That would 
be a draw then, unless… 
three starcannons from 
different units, three hits, 
three dead sisters, and a ten 

ANOTHER WEEKEND IN DEVIZES 
ATTACK 2004 

Dave McCoy’s Witchhunters 
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for the leadership test! 
Dave held his head in his 
hands and I believe the word 
‘robbed’ was muttered more 
than once. A fantastic game 
for Dave where he totally 
dominated the battlefield, 
stolen almost totally on the 
last turn. Beware Eldar 
players with Wave Serpents 
hiding behind hills, and guys 
with pointy sticks. Sorry 
mate. 
Game two was already on 
the board before the first 
game was over and I was 
facing Greg Batchelor’s Tau 
in Patrol. Some weeks 
beforehand, I had decided 
not to take my Tau to 
Devizes and to save them for 
the later in the year, however 
Greg’s was a very different 
sort of Tau army. Lots of Fire 
Warriors, lots of Broadside 
battlesuits, and more than a 
few Stealthsuits thrown in for 
good measure. Unfortunately 
for Greg, his Broadsides 
were going have to walk onto 
the battlefield, the very open 
battlefield. 
Using a split flank 
deployment as he moved on 
Greg managed to cover most 
of the board between the 
four Broadsides, so as my 
Falcon and Fire Prism poked 
their noses out into a fire 
lane, they were promptly 
blown up. The Storm 
Guardian’s Wave Serpent 
faired a bit better, moving to 
flank one side of Greg’s 
army. And then Greg’s 
Shas’O arrived with some of 
his mates and stunned it. A 
Wave Serpent floating 
around in front of a Tau 
army? I didn’t rate their 
chances next turn. 
Meanwhile my Guardian 
Defenders were trying to 
prove a point about range. 
Don’t mess with the 36” 
ranged gun that moves with 
your 30” ones that don’t. 
Realising his general 
irrelevance to the current 
situation (in a similar 
manner to the Fire Dragons 
who had their Falcon shot 
out from underneath them, 
on the wrong side of the 
board), the Wraithlord 
smashed his way through a 
build to snipe at the Fire 
Warriors holding the middle 
ground. Together with the 

two Vipers, the 
starcannons 
were making 
(very) slow 
process. 
Greg’s turn 
three and three 
Crisis suits 
(including the 
Shas’O with 
BS5 and a 
fusion gun) plus 
two Broadsides 
unloaded 
everything at the stationary 
Wave Serpent out in no-
man’s land. When the dust 
cleared the rather surprised 
crew realised the railgun 
slugs had bounced off the 
energy field. Suddenly I was 
back in business. I told you 
not to mess with the Storm 
Guardians Greg. On the other 
side of the board, the other 
Wave Serpent found a 
perfect spot to hop to ready 
to launch the Banshees in 
the following turn. But the 
first glory was going to go the 
Guardians. The Wave 
Serpent parked up and 
whilst everyone else forgot to 
use their pistols, the two 
flamers and the Warlock laid 
down a storm of templates. 
Out of the original eleven in 
the unit, two survived, while 
behind them a Crisis suit 
was caught in the chaos and 
another fell to the Wave 
Serpent’s lance. Despite 
failing to finish off the 
remanding Fire Warriors in 
combat, things were looking 
up. At least I was in combat. 
The following turn saw the 
Storm Guardian combat turn 
into a stalemate with Greg’s 
commander stuck in there as 
well. But on the other side of 
the board, things were afoot 
again. Greg could see it 
coming a turn in advance but 
couldn’t get out the way. Ten 
Banshees came charging out 
of the Wave Serpent wiping 
out the first Stealthsuit they 
came into contact with and 
then consolidating into the 
other one. Behind them, the 
Broadsides decided that 
seeing five of their friends 
slaughtered was too much to 
bear and decided to leave. 
Unfortunately in the following 
round of combat the 
Stealthsuits managed to 
wound six of the Banshees. 

Six saving throws and six 
models went back into the 
case. Still, this moral victory 
aside, I had already won the 
game and after the final tally 
on turn six I had a 529 
victory point margin. All in all 
as successfully a first day as 
I could have asked for.7 
Day two. Steve Butler. After 
Starsmash last year I wasn’t 
looking forward to this one. 
Night Fight, versus Feral 
Orks, against an out-and-out 
big league tournament 
player. Umm, this was going 
to be messy and not in a 
good way. I’ll spied Mr 
Butler’s army on day one, 
two large Squiggoths, Orks 
on big angry boars, and a 
hell of a lot of boyz, a 
worrying number of which 
had BS3 and rocket 
launchers. Bad news I 
thought. I then found out I’d 
be playing him for game 
three. Oh dear. 
Sunday morning and the 
players started to roll in, 
looking surprisingly awake 
considering the drinking the 
night before. Night Fight 
seemed strangely 
appropriate considering we 
were in the basement of the 
Corn Exchange. After 
purchasing more toys (oh 
dear, their goes the other 
twenty pound note) and once 
Steve arrived we were ready 
to begin. Steve won the roll 
to pick quarters which left 
me having to deploy first. 
Expecting to get annihilated 
anyway, I decided to be a bit 
bold and stick the Wraithlord 
as close to the middle of the 
board as I could get him. 
This forced back Steve’s 
deployment (in Night Fight 
you can’t deploy within 24” 
of an enemy unit). The grav-
tanks all piled in behind the 

Mark Waple’s new and very nice 
Guard army 

Notes: 
1. Part of the conditions for 
the weekend pass from Ruth 
including taking her down to 
Devizes to shop on the 
Saturday. I couldn’t really 
argue as I was stealing the 
car for the weekend. 
2. As part repayment for the 
various times Nick has 
driven me up to Nottingham. 
3. Which was quite scary as 
it included Steve “157 
guardsmen” Butler who was 
a former GT winner and 
creamed my pixies in 
Newbury last year, plus Alex 
Funnell who had done much 
the same thing to Mark 
Freeth and more recently 
finished 4th in this years GT. 

4. Stop that Tony. 
5. Must have been quite 
spectacular as the fire alarm 
went off soon afterwards. 
6. He obivously didn’t 
consider the Armour 11 
vehicles to be enough of a 
challenge for him. Typical. 
7. And Ruth spent money so 
she was happy as well. 
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Wraithlord and arrayed 
opposite them Steve had his 
two Squiggoth’s either side 
of about a hundred Feral 
Orks. A classic Ork vs Eldar 
game and I was 
outnumbered at least three 
to one. 
Fortunately I won the roll-off 
for the first turn, and for the 
third time in a row, elected to 
go second. Now, I’m fairly 
sure that under normal 
circumstances Steve’s army 
would be extremely shooty, 
however on the first turn it 
could hardly see anything. 
My return shooting was a 
little bit more effective, 
removing one of the Ork 
units shielding his more 
powerful weapons using the 
Fire Prism (yes, it actually hit) 
and a couple of starcannons. 
The next turn was more of 
the same. Steve moved up 
and although he could see 
and even hit stuff this turn, 
he couldn’t kill much more 
than a couple of Guardians. 
One of the Squiggoths was 
looking like he was getting 
fair to close for comfort so 
everything opened up on 
him, leaving the beast with 
only a couple of wounds left 
by the end of the turn. In 
return the Squiggoth crew 
shoot down one of my Viper 
and a hail of rockets from 
the horde took out the Fire 

Prism and shook the Falcon. 
Turn four and that Squiggoth 
WAS going down. Two lances 
and a starcannon later, the 
beast fell and a big smile 
appeared on my face. This 
game was proving to be a 
real fun one! 
The red mist descended and 
my Storm Guardians and 
Banshees piled into the Ork 
that had been behind the 
Squiggoth, whilst on the 
other side of the battlefield 
five Fire Dragons ran straight 
in front of the other 
Squiggoth and into a unit of 
hunters. The Banshee/
Guardian combat was 
messy, with me making my 
normal poor armour saves. 
Still, it was slowing him 
down. 
Against the Hunters the Fire 
Dragons put in a good show, 
but in the end the Exarch 
decided to leg when the mad 
boyz charged in. As he was 
running, the Squiggoth 
charged my Falcon, twice 
actually. In the end only it 
only succeeded in knocking 
it out of the way. With the 
Orks taking down my 
Wraithlord in close combat, 
all of the quarters where 
contesting by the end of the 
game. A draw then. Against 
one of the best power 
gamers I’ve faced. I was 
happy with that. 
So onto the last game of the 
weekend, Recon against… 
Nick. Yep, I’d travelled all 
this way to play another club 
member, hurrah! Still at least 
I knew this was going to be a 
fun game.  
With both of our armies 
being fairly small (Nick only 
had 16 models so even my 
Eldar outnumbered him) 
deployment was quick. Nick 
decided to let me have the 
first turn. Two bright lances 
later and one of the Land 
Raiders was immobilised. 
Nick being the gentleman 
that he is immobilised the 
other one for me by driving it 
into a tree. At this point I 
probably should have started 
thinking about the scenario 
(recon plus fast eldar army 
equals lots of bonus points), 
but no, the red mist cut in 
again and I had to try and kill 
some terminators. After 

trying to shot one of the Land 
Raiders for a couple of turns, 
in the end my Fire Dragons 
who had bailed out of the 
smoking wreckage that was 
a Falcon, blew it up using 
meltabombs. On the other 
side of the battlefield, my 
Wraithlord and one of Nick’s 
dreadnoughts were shooting 
it out to little or no effect. 
With both terminator squads 
out in the open, I tried to 
snipe that them with the 
huge array of AP2 weapons 
at my disposal. Suffice to say 
they were plenty left for my 
Fire Dragon’s to charge into. 
I think Nick might have been 
a little surprised when the 
Fire Dragon Exarch killed two 
terminators straight away. 
Unfortunately after his other 
Dreadnought charged in. The 
Fire Dragons were finished 
off and the Veteran Sergeant 
was still there. The Dread 
actually didn’t last that long 
as my farseer stuck a big 
pointy stick into it a couple of 
times. 
The other terminator squad 
wasn’t quite far enough away 
to avoid a charge from my 
Banshees (who rolled six for 
their fleet of foot). However 
in the first round of combat, 
the girls forgot to switch on 
their power swords and only 
the Exarch managed to kill 
anyone. In contrast, a lot of 
Banshees went flying. But on 
the bright side, they didn’t 
run and in the final combat 
phase they managed to cut 
down all but two of the 
remaining terminators. In the 
end it was a solid if not 
outstanding, victory to me. 
Note to self, remember the 
mission objectives with the 
fastest army I own. 
Together with the other 
games I totalled up a 
respectable 29.5 points for 
the four games, leaving me 
4th in the tournament. 
Considering the opponents I 
fought over the weekend I’m 
pretty happy with that. 

Richard Kerry 

Pointy Stick Muppet 

My Rath-Torhan Warhost, ready 
to strike down Ork scum! 

Ouch. Squiggoths!!! This is Steve 
Butler’s Feral Orks 
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After the rigours of work had 
destroyed my gaming time 
since May, and my painting 
time has been non-existent, I 
approached the Cardiff 
Tournament with the outlook 
of purely enjoying myself. It 
didn’t matter if I lost every 
game, the important thing to 
me was to get back into the 
hobby and just kill lots of 
things! 
As it was 1800 points I 
decided to take the no-hoper 
army that most people call 
the Dark Eldar1. This is my 
first real army that I built and 
I love the fact that everyone 
you play just doesn’t believe 
you’re using them. 
The tournament would be 
scored on gameplay and 
army composition. There 
were negatives to be had in 
the composition scores to try 
and prevent the “cheesy” 
army approach. My only two 
negative points came 
because my HQ was over ten 
percent of the army total and 
I had the maximum heavy 
support (two Talos (Taloi?) 
and a Ravager). A good start. 
Game One would be 400 
points against some White 
Scars led by Andy Lake. He 
wiped me out, which is 
exactly how I thought the 
weekend would go. Having 
never fought White Scars I 
wasn’t aware of their special 
rules so things like Hit & Run 
were a surprise to me; we 
didn’t do too bad but I had 
nothing left on the board at 
the end. I lost 9/23 (there 
were up to 32 points 
available for each game). 
So the bottom table 
beckoned.  
Game Two and those lovely 
chaps the Emperor’s 
Children2 had arrived. This 
lot were led by a cracking 
chap named Chris and a 
Daemon Prince called Derek. 
Now Derek had wings which 
put him top of my kill list 
immediately. Turn one and 
my Taloses (Taloi?) had so 
many wounds removed it 
wasn’t funny but they were 
still standing. We let loose 

and, erm, blew up a Rhino. 
Ah. 
The Raider squads went 
screaming off 24” and sat 
right in front of the Havoc 
squads with the funny 
weapons. He now had to kill 
them and get charged by the 
warriors inside or leave them 
alone and get charged by the 
warriors inside. 
The Daemonettes, that I had 
forgotten all about, came 
screaming in and promptly 
ate my Reaver Jetbikes in a 
single turn. ‘Ouch’ I said. Oh 
and Derek had lunch with 
one of the Talos. Now the fun 
began as Derek finished 
lunch and consolidated 
alongside the Daemonettes; 
then they looked out and 
saw the six or more Dark 
Lances being waved in their 
general direction. Not sure if 
Derek could get paler but I’m 
sure he did. 
Shortly thereafter he was 
returned to the hellspawn 
place along with the 
Daemonettes. The Wyches 
charged into a squad of 
Children and forgot to turn 
on the Agoniser. Gosh darn 
it. My HQ waded into his 
other HQ and the Agoniser 
did what it was supposed to 
do in one turn. 
The Raiders were shot down 
by his Havocs and the 
Warriors then did what they 
do and charged in. After 
many, many rounds of 
combat we finally worked out 
where the ‘on’ switch for the 
Agonisers were and cut 
some nice marines in half. 
Oh and the Dreadnought, 
bane of my Dark Eldar life3, 
was the only thing left 
standing on the Children’s 
side. He was immobilised 
and a bit miffed, especially 
when we went off with the 
coffee. Three quarters later 
and we had won 31/1. 
For Game Three I was on the 
top table! What? ‘But I’ve 
just finished on the bottom 
table’ I said. ‘Top table’ 
came the reply. Oh and you’ll 
be playing Paul, one of the 

organisers, with his Biel-Tan 
Eldar. 

I hate Eldar4. 
I had two Talos and he had 
two Wraithloards. Nasty 
party. Lots of Wave Serpents 
and Raiders in this Recon 
mission. This was slightly 
different as we also got extra 
points if we killed the most 
expensive opponent unit. 
This meant he had to kill my 
HQ and I was after his 
Scorpions. 
I got first turn and promptly 
had a blinder with the dark 
lances! We took down a 
Wave Serpent and then 
opened up on the Banshees 
that fell out, especially when 
he placed 
them in front 
of the wreck 
(‘oops’ he 
said shortly 
afterwards). 
We killed six 
of them and 
the 
remainder 
promptly ran 
off the table!  
My HQ hid 
behind some woods. 
The Wraithlords moved 
towards me. Eek. The 
Scorpions hid behind a hill. I 
lost a Raider and hid the 
squad behind the wreck. 
Shortly afterwards one of the 
Wraithlords hit my Talos and 
promptly started taking 
wounds off it. Poor thing 
needed help. 
So now came the fun bit. I 
moved the downed Raider 
squad towards the 
Wraithlord combat.  
‘Hmm’ said Paul, ‘they’re 
only strength three aren’t 
they?’.  

‘Yep’ I said.  
‘Are you sure you want to 
assault?’ He asked.  

‘Yep’ I said.5  
‘Ok’ He said, and that kind of 
worried frown that appears 
when he knows something’s 
not right, but can’t quite put 
his finger on it, was now all 
over his face. 

CA LA M I T Y HI T S  CA R DI F F  
C A R D I F F  C A R N A G E  2 0 0 4  

The Kabal bosses all posing to 
have their picture taken 



Scrap, scrap, scrap, scrap. 

The evil pixies mix it up with 
Dave’s eldar 
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I charged in.  

‘Initiative?’ He asked.  

‘Five’6, I said.  

‘You first then’.  
‘Ok, that’ll be four attacks 
with this Agoniser thing 
then.’  

‘Agoniser?’  
‘Yes it wounds on a 4+ no 
matter what your toughness.’  

‘Pardon?’  
‘Oh and it’s a power 
weapon.’  

‘Pardon!?’ 
That’ll be two wounds off 
then. He then decided to try 
and kill my warriors but only 
succeeded in getting one of 
them. Shortly after this he 
charged the second 
Wraithlord in and I then 
charged my Wyches in and, 
finally, his other Banshees 
turned up as well. Quite a 
combat. A few turns later 
and the Wyches and the 
remnants of the Warriors 
emerged alive. The Talos had 
gone. Both Wraithlords and 
the Banshees were dead. 
Marvellous. 
I had a ton of stuff in his 
deployment zone and ended 
up with a 29/3 win.  
So that was the end of day 
one. Wiped out once and 
then two cracking wins with 
an army that I’d finally 
remembered how much I 
enjoyed. Cool. Due to family 
arrangements7 I now had to 
drive all the way home. And 
then back again for day two 
on the Sunday. 
By now I knew that Richard 
had had a good first day and 
that we were going to meet 
at some point. After 
discussions with the 
organisers we agreed to play 
each other at 400 points as 
we wanted to play new 

opponents 
at 1,800. 
They agreed 
and so on 
came a 
patrol 
against the 
Tau. 
Now, 
remember 
what 
happened 
to me 
against the 

White Scars? Well, it 
happened again. Nowt left. 
All gone. I forgot all about the 
Kroot charging through 
terrain and ignoring difficult 
terrain rolls in woods. That 
hurt. 
Oh and deep striking suits 
are a right pain in the, erm, 
warrior armour. 
And you know you’re in 
trouble when your Reaver 
Jetbikes run away from 
combat with 3D6 and 
manage to go a whole 3”. 
Holy dice throws, Batman!!! 
Anyway, we’ll move swiftly on 
me thinks.  
Game Five would be a Take 
and Hold against some 
Ulthwe Eldar led by Dave. 
What a game this was going 
to be! Dave’s a great lad and 
we found it very easy to 
agree on rules 
interpretations and all sorts 
of stuff; in fact no problems 
at all.  
We set up with him hiding 
everything behind a hill and I 
had everything behind a 
woods, and I mean four 
Raiders, a Ravager, Warp 
Beasts and a Warrior squad. 
So pleased his D-Cannons 
were way out of range!! 
Anyway the game started 
with his D-Cannons 
completely killing one of the 
Talos. He moved a War 
Walker near the objective 
and I promptly kept stunning 
it; just couldn’t kill it!  
The game turned into this: I 
charged down the right flank 
and he charged down the 
left. Hmm. We had three 
combats going on from turn 
two: Jetbikes versus Storm 
Guardians, Purple Raider 
Squad v Fire Dragons and 
Green Raider Squad v Black 
Guardians (who really 
couldn’t shoot straight, even 
with the better BS). With no-
one really wanting to kill 
each other. In fact I think we 
had picnic tables out and 
were inviting guests around 
for tea. 
Neither of us could shoot 
straight either. The vehicles 
just refused to crash. Now, 
about turn three we were 
reminded of the take and 
hold bit but were too busy 
trying hard not to kill each 

other to notice. And then we 
ran out of sausages and all 
hell broke loose. 
I shot down his Scorpions 
and he shot down my 
Wyches (killing four of the 
nine in the crash!). So we 
charged into combat, along 
with the Warp Beasts. He 
went first with his 
Mandiblasters and got five 
wounds against my 4+ 
dodge save. I rolled five dice 
and, erm, removed all five 
Wyches. ‘Oh’ I said. Shortly 
after this he killed my 
doggies as well. 
Meanwhile my warriors on 
the far side could not kill his 
Fire Dragon Exarch. He just 
would not die. My Dracon 
was moving towards his Seer 
Council when the Farseer 
screwed up his face, thought 
really hard and knocked out 
my Shadowfield. What?! 
So I charged the Scorpions 
instead. We held them up for 
a while but died bravely. 
The Brown Raider Squad 
were really brave and 
charged into his Seer Council 
and, er, lost – forgetting to 
turn on the Agoniser again. 
At the end of the combat we 
decided to run and he let us 
go. Remember that. He let us 
go. 
Finally my Purple Raider 
Squad took out the Fire 
Dragon Exarch and moved 
towards the objective. We 
had to end on turn five so he 
moved his Seer Council 
towards the objective and I 
fleet of footed the purples a 
whole 2”. This meant that 
the War Walker was still 
closest, and then either my 
Raider squad or the Seer 
Council. I had to take out 
that walker without any big 
guns left on the board. 
Now do you remember that 
squad running from the Seer 
Council? They had a Splinter 
Cannon. So since I could still 
fire it I did, knowing that it 
would take a six to glance 
the thing. Well I hit with three 
shots and the world held its 
breath8 and a single six 
came rolling up for armour 
penetration.  
With a flourish I picked up 
the dice and with a well 
delivered flick of the wrist I 
rolled a five. Immediately I 

Notes 
1. That’s no-hoper as in they 
lose every game. Well 
apparently they do 
according to all the online 
forums. Hmm, sounds like 
another article. 
2. Slaanesh being the god 
we, the Dark Eldar, hate 
apparently. Don’t ask me I 
just work here. 
3. A strange phenomenon is 
that my Dark Lances can 
take out anything, 
absolutely anything, except 
an Armour 12 dreadnought. 
Why? Every single battle 
they will fail. It’s a fact that 
has plagued me for three 
years. One day they’ll work it 
out. I hope. 
4. This I may have 
mentioned elsewhere 
before. I think it deserves 
repeating. Again and again. 
5. Obviously sparkling 
conversation not being my 
strong point. 
6. Thus expanding on my 
previous conversation. 
7. Arrangement is too strong 
a word really. I think cock-up 
probably hits it on the head. 
8. Actually Paul, who’d 
wandered over, held his 
breath. 
9. Yes, I’m fully aware how 
sad that is. 



Apparently, there’re not Nick’s, 
they belong to them... 
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looked disappointed as I’d 
only blown a gun off until a 
little voice from across the 
table said something 
naughty and took off the War 
Walker. Eh? Bloody open 
topped he said, that’s a six! 
Wahoo! I said. We measured 
my raider squad and they 
were 6.5” from the objective; 
his Seer Council were 7” 
away. Cripes that was close. 
But the game was only 500 
points for the objective and 
then normal Victory Points 
after that. 
How close do you think the 
game was? I scored 2,021 
points. He scored 1,950. A 
vast difference of 71 points. 
Holy splinter cannons, 
Batman. I had an 18/14 win 
thanks to my final, very lucky 
shot. 
An absolute blast of a game. 
Very, very bloody eventually. 
Looking forward to a 
rematch sometime in the 
future. 
Which leaves Game Six. 
Please welcome back Andy 
Lake and his White Scars. 
The odd thing was that the 
night before when I got home 
I purposefully looked up the 
rules in Index Astartes for 
the White Scars9, so now I 
knew what could Hit and Run 
and, more importantly, what 
couldn’t! (say hello Attack 
Bikes). 
This was a straight forward 
Pitched Battle but with extra 
points for getting into the 
enemy deployment zone. 
Turn one and we raced 
across the table into the 
marine firepower. We fired a 
Disintegrator at one of his 
three-man Bike Squads. We 
hit.  
‘Fair enough’ he said. We 
placed the blast template 
and covered one bike and a 
partial, rolling successfully 
for the partial.  
‘Ok’ he said. Then we rolled 
two non ones.  

‘That’s two dead’ I said.  
‘Pardon? Dead? As in dead, 
dead?’  

‘Yep. Strength 7 AP2.’  

‘Cwikey!’ he said. 
We then went on to kill a 
land speeder and then shake 
another one. Oh and we 

shook the Predator, which 
was skulking in some woods. 
After he’d asked me to 
please stop shooting he 
proceeded to move his 
attack bikes towards me 
down his left flank and his 
other bike squads down his 
other flank. This was great 
as his very small army had 
now been split up with the 
Predator and a Missile 
Launcher squad in the 
centre. 
He downed all three Raider 
squads in turn one; the 
warriors clambered out and 
prepared for payback. He 
also downed my Ravager 
but, after the umpire came 
back and asked how he did 
that, we put the Ravager 
back on. See we’d both 
forgotten that the Predator 
was stunned! And he used it 
to down the Ravager. Thanks 
to the umpire for that one. 
On turn two he realised just 
how close to the Talos his 
attack bikes had got when 
the Talos charged him; the 
Talos killed the two he could 
reach and the last one died 
next combat phase. The 
green Raider squad 
assaulted his other attack 
bike squad and killed all 
three with the Agoniser! He 
now hates them as much as 
Paul’s Wraithlords do. The 
Reavers assaulted his 
marine squad at the back of 
the board (yes, turn two and 
we were at his board edge!) 
and eventually killed them 
(with help from the green 
Raider squad). Both the 
Predator and Razorback 
were shaken up. 
Oh and on the other flank my 
Wyches and the other Talos 
assaulted a large bike 
squad. Killing every single 
one of them. 
His turn two and his HQ 
assaulted my HQ and killed 
some Incubi in the vain hope 
of causing more wounds and 
making me run. My Dracon 
calmly turned on his 
Agoniser and smacked his 
commander down. Most 
fitting. 
Turn three and the Talos, still 
trying to get Attack bikes out 
of its claws, promptly 
charged in and destroyed the 
shaken razorback. 

Meanwhile the Ravager 
again stunned the predator. 
Damn thing would not die! 
His turn three and his last 
Land Speeder missed the 
Ravager with its Multi-Melta. 
Andy looked at the Land 
Speeder and then at the 
board. He had his Predator, 
a Razorback, a Land 
Speeder and one squad of 
Marines in combat with Warp 
Beasts and a Talos.  
‘Shall we call it there?’ he 
said.  32/0 then.  
Now that was sweet revenge 
for the 400 points debacle 
on day one. 
So that was that then. Two 
days and six games of pure 
unadulterated violence. Oh 
and fun :-) 
Or so I thought. Up came the 
trophy awards and the Most 
Sporting Award was 
announced. Step forward 
Nick. Eh? Cool! My first 
tournament trophy. Voted for 
by my opponents. Way cool! 
Then the runner-up award 
was announced. Step 
forward Nick. Bloody hell! 
Another trophy. Just like 
buses then. 
Congrats to Richard as well, 
but I’ll leave him to 
explain what for... 
A very successful 
weekend in Cardiff 
and I’d like to 
extend my thanks 
to the guys who ran 
it and all my 
opponents for 
making it such a 
fun time. 

Here’s to next year. 
Nick Jenkin 
Getting Out of 
Cardiff Quick 
Muppet 

Andy Lake’s green White Scars. 

“That’s a lot of bikes.” 
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Okay, in fairness, I haven’t 
been to Cardiff Carnage, the 
Cardiff Wargaming Club’s 
40K tournament before, but 
I did remember some stuff 
about it last year. Firstly, our 
Mr Jenkin came third. And 
secondly Mr Freeth was still 
in therapy after being 
Chimera rushed. 
With a bit of planning, I 
managed to negotiate a 
weekend pass from the Mrs, 
and with everything else 
happening in my life at the 
moment, this was probably 
going to be the last 3rd 
edition 40K tournament I 
would compete in. As my Tau 
hadn’t been out to Devizes 
this year, I was determined 
they would be going to 
Cardiff. However here lied 

the first problem, I 
had 1500 points of 
Tau, the first 
version of the rule 
pack required 
2000 points. Umm, 
methinks I might 
need to do some 
more painting. 
Less than three 
weeks before the 
tournie I started to 
build up a second 

full Fire Warrior squad, 
complete with Devilfish (I 
mean, they can’t walk onto 
the battlefield). Considering 
this army had taken almost 
two years to reach 1500 
points, I knew this would be 
fun. Even with the army size 
changing to 1800 points 
about a week beforehand, 
getting these guys together 
in time was more than a little 
bit of a challenge. 
To make matters worse, the 

Cardiff club had decided 
to use the Warhammer 
Player Society army 
composition rules. These 
in theory encourage 
players to write a balanced 
army list. Great in theory, 
however the First Naval 
Cadre is pretty strongly 
themed1 and I loss 10 
tournament points here 
straight away. Oh well. 
I managed to finish 
varnishing the night before 
and come Saturday morning 
I was ready to go.2 Mark 
turned up at an ungodly hour 
in the morning and we 
bombed up to Cardiff. I shall 
not mention the final leg of 
our journey, but suffice to 
say, never get directions 
from the Greenflag website. 
Arriving a little late, we were 
drummed straight into our 
first game: 400 point Patrol. 
Opposite my twelve new Fire 
Warriors, my first opponent, 
Paul, put down four Dark 
Reapers from his Swordwind 
army. Now I play Eldar and I 
should remember these 
things, but in fairness I was 
completely shattered. 
Reaper launchers: Strength 
5, AP3 huh, there goes the 
first batch of Fire Warriors 
straight back into the box. 
And then a couple of War 
Walkers turned up… Things 
didn’t look so good, but then 
my Crisis suits arrived. The 
Reapers didn’t last very long 
after this and soon as I could 
see the Walkers…well let’s 
just say the missile pods 
made a bit of a mess. 
Using the table provided we 
worked out the tournament 
points. A 21-11 win to me, a 

nice start to the weekend. 
Thanks to that first win, my 
first ‘big’ game at 1800 
points was on the top table 
against Andy Lake, the non-
welsh member of the Cardiff 
club who wrote up the rules 
and scenarios for the 
tournament. Nick had just 
been whooped by Andy’s 
army and various members 
of the Cardiff club proceeded 
to warn me about the 
‘beardiness’ of his 
Whitescars. 
This mission was to be 
cleanse with victory points 
and bonus points for the 
quarters. Great, a quarters 
game against a really fast 
army… My Hammerhead was 
deployed first, and as close 
to the centre of the board as 
I could get it. This forced 
Andy’s guys back while the 
rest of my army deployed 
some way behind. 
Although it probably wasn’t 
that important, I got the first 
turn. I’m not sure what Andy 
was thinking when the first 
markerlights started to 
highlight his attack bikes, 
and then out came the 
plasma rifles. The front line 
very quickly disappeared. 
However with the huge 
number of bikes at his 
disposal, over the rest of the 
game Andy managed to 
chase down a lot of my army. 
But in the end he couldn’t 
hurt the tanks and when his 
bikes where nicely just in 
front of two Hammerheads 
and two Devilfish, 
concentrated burst cannon 
fire finished them off. In the 
end a 23-9 victory won 
through destroying most of 
Andy’s army, although Andy 
insisted describing it as a 
draw. 
Game three. The game 
against Mr Lake had been 
hard work, however next 
opponent, Dan, was a delight 
to play. Black Legion was the 

CARDIFF: THE RETURN 
CARDIFF CARNAGE 2004 

The First Naval Cadre 
at 1800 points 

Everyone taking a well earned 
break from a hot Saturday 

morning’s gaming 



“The last time you 
graced my halls you 

returned home a 
failure.” 

Umm… I think not. 
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army and Recon was the 
game. Deployment was fairly 
quick, by this point I think I 
had got the reputation as 
‘that Tau player with the 
tanks’. By a stroke of luck, I 
managed to deploy my Kroot 
actually in Dan’s deployment 
zone, effectively gaining 200 
bonus VP before we even 
started! However Dan did get 
the first turn. 
Ten minutes later both of the 
Pathfinder’s Devilfish and 
one of the Hammerheads 
were smoking wrecks. Err, 
bugger. By turn two despite 
killing most of his Raptors, I 
had made little impression 
on his army and the rest of 
Dan’s Raptors were into one 
of the Fire Warrior squads. 
Then something weird 
happened, the Fire Warriors 
won the combat. In my 
following turn I proceeded 
move my remaining vehicles 
towards Dan’s deployment 
zone (and towards the rear 
armour of his Defiler) and 
charged my Shas’el into his 
Chaos Lord. Despite losing 
two wounds and both his 
drones, the commander did 
take a wound of the lord! 
In the end it turned out to be 
a really close battle with 
barely 40 VP separating us. 
However with the bonus 
points for most of my army 
sitting in Dan’s deployment 
zone, I scored another 
victory, this time 25-7. 
Day two, 9 o’clock in the 
morning: Dawn Assault. 
Myself and Nick where at the 
top of the table so our first 
game of Sunday, another 
400 pointer, would be 
against each other. Spotting 
that Dawn Assault uses both 
Infiltrators and Deep Strike, 
my Fire Warriors deployed 
close to the middle of the 
table behind some rocks, 
then after Nick deployed his 
entire army, my Kroot 
decided to deploy in one of 
the other quarters, leaving 
the three Crisis Battlesuits to 
appear later. 
Nick got first turn and 
proceeded to shoot up the 
Tau and put a bit of 
woodland between his bikes 
and my Kroot. Mistake 
number one there Mr Jenkin. 
The Kroot only just reached 
the bikes but the assault was 

quick and brutal. By turn four 
it was all over, two Crisis 
Battlesuits had ripped apart 
Nick’s raider and the few 
survivors couldn’t overpower 
my Fire Warriors and were 
wiped out trying. Another 21-
11 win to me. 
When the next games were 
announced I was told to stay 
where I was. For game five, 
Take and Hold; I was going to 
be facing Tony Evan’s 
Imperial Guard, including 
one sheep.3 
In fairness, the sheep was 
going to be the least of my 
problems here. Tony had two 
Leman Russes plus a 
Basilisk. Split deployment 
would be the order of the 
day. Whilst most of my army 
went on the left flank, the 
two Hammerheads would 
cover the opposite side of 
the table and distract the 
rest of Tony’s army. In the 
middle, the Kroot, a unit of 
Pathfinders and my Shas’el 
would aim for the objective. 
Thankfully my luck kicked in 
just when I needed it and I 
won the first turn. Tony’s 
face dropped as the 
Hammerheads cleared his 
army away from that flank, 
and then the Pathfinders 
started to play. Click, click; 
followed by a lot of 
dakkadakka as the Stealth 
suits cleared out an entire 
unit, and then one of the 
Crisis Battlesuit’s took out 
his last Sentinel. Somewhat 
troubled by the rapid demise 
of so many units, Tony 
placed a bit of revenge 
directly on the rear armour of 
my Etheral’s Devilfish. BANG. 
But most of the unit survived 
the impact. Turn two and 
that Basilisk had to go. That 
job fell to the Crisis Battlesuit 
that had removed the 
Sentinel the turn before. 
Unsupported, he managed to 
hit the thing and blow it up. 
After a sigh of relief the First 
Naval Cadre began to 
systematically dismantle 
Tony’s army. It wasn’t pretty 
but when the game ended on 
turn four, I had scored a 32-
0 win. 
With Nick on the top table 
playing Andy Lake again4, I 
shifted to table two to face 
Dave McCarthy and his 
Ulthwe Eldar in a Pitched 

Battle. When Dave deployed 
three D-Canons in the middle 
of his deployment zone, I 
decided to do the split 
deployment thing again; this 
time with a Hammerhead 
and Fire Warrior unit 
covering the left, and the 
rest of the army using the 
cover on the right-hand side 
of the board. 
Dave used his first turn to 
move up and mostly pick on 
my Stealth suits (who were 
being surprisingly visible). 
Surviving one turn of eldar 
shooting, it was my turn. 
Click, click. Four seeker 
missiles descended on one 
of Dave’s wave serpents 
destroying it. A couple of 
pulse carbine shots later and 
that unit was pinned. On the 
other side of the board, 
Dave’s striking scorpions 
were heading straight for my 
general. A railgun shot 
downed the second wave 
serpent and hail of 
submuntions and missile 
pods cut up the survivors, 
leaving the remainder 
running off. 
Dave’s plan had been 
thwarted although the 
Falcon’s payload of Fire 
Dragons gave me a glimpse 
of how bad that little strategy 
might have been. With the 
threat of a Scorpion assault 
gone, the rest of my army 
cleared up, although special 
mention should go to the 
Shas’el for deep striking in 
just off the table, excellent. 
In the end a 29-3 victory to 
me and an opportunity to sit 
down for a bit while everyone 
else finished their games. 
With all the final results in5 
and everything packed away, 
it was time for the raffle, a 
rather strange ‘dice off’ 
affair6 and finally the prizes. 
Much to Nick’s and my 
surprise, we picked up Best 
Sportsman and Best Army 
respectively. And then Nick 
got the runner up trophy, 
leaving me to walk off with 
the winner’s one. 
Four trophies and all of them 
going back to Hampshire, 
umm, better get out of the 
country before they notice 
methinks! 
Richard Kerry 
Blue Muppet Aboard 

Tony Evan’s pride and joy... 

Notes: 
1. Even with just a unit of 
Stealth Suits, and three 
Crisis Suits, I lost four 
points; and then the two full 
units of Pathfinders cost 
another three. Mark lost six 
points for his HQ alone, 
although Nick managed to 
limit the damage to just two 
across his entire army. 
2. Well, sort of, I was really 
ill that night and got virtually 
no sleep. 

3. Sorry, trademark item. 
4. Andy had just done nasty 
things to Mark’s Orks in the 
last game, and Nick was out 
for revenge after his first 
game. In the end Andy 
lasted just three turns. 
Ouch. 
5. And some muttering from 
the locals. 
6. No, no, no, no, no, I an 
NOT doing a guard army, 
EVER. 
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T H E  C H E F ’ S  C O O K E R  

TU R B O ARG U M EN T S  

There are a couple of 
arguments raging at the 
moment across the World 
with regard to 4th Edition; 
Psycannons v Turbo-Boosting 
bikes and the fact that Dark 
Eldar Reaver Jetbikes are 
nerfed. 

Frankly it’s a load of tosh.  
So, what’s the issue with 
Psycannons then? Well, it 
comes down to the fact that 
a turbo-boosting bike has a 
save that becomes 
invulnerable (i.e. replaces 
the existing save, not in 
addition to). Great. The 
Psycannon has a nice ability 
to ignore invulnerable saves. 
Therefore the Psycannon will 
burst the armour of any 
turbo-boosting biker outright. 
Simple black and white you’d 
think wouldn’t you? 
Nope. People have decided 
that this must be a mistake 
and GW has obviously 
missed it, therefore they’ll 
play it as they believe it 
should be and wait for GW to 
catch up. Oh yes, it’s true, 
I’ve read the posts. No 
possible way that GW 
planned this. Nope.  
Now correct me if I’m wrong 
but if you decide to not play 
the rule the way it is written 
then you’re actually 
cheating. Yes? It’s like saying 
“I don’t like this rule so I’m 
going to throw it out of the 
pram and ignore it. I like 
these rules here ‘cos they 
help my army so I’ll use them 
but not this lot in column B 
‘cos they don’t work for me.” 
‘Ecky thump. Try that with 
me. Go on. Dare ya. 
Of course, we then have the 
“what’s the point of taking 
bikes now” rubbish? Pardon? 
Excuse me but how many 
armies actually have 
Psycannons? Go on and 
have a look. I’ll wait. Oh 
you’re back already are you? 
So how many? 
Daemonhunters, obviously; 
and anyone who can take 
Grey Knights as allies, oh 
and anyone who can possibly 
get access to Psycannon 
bolts. I’m not going to tell 

you how many points it’ll 
cost to buy a unit of Grey 
Knights with a couple of 
Psycannons but it isn’t 
cheap. Nope. 
So the player now has to use 
different tactics against the 
Daemonhunters than against 
other armies. Oh. My. Gawd! 
That’s just wrong. How can a 
game be fun if we have to 
actually think about what 
we’re doing against that 
particular enemy? My word 
that would be too much 
wouldn’t it?  
I think it’s great that we’ll 
have to be careful and really 
consider whether bombing 
across the table is a good 
idea. 
How can they lose their 
armour save? They ask. Who 
cares? I reply. The save 
becomes invulnerable and 
this particular weapon 
negates invulnerable saves. 
Unless GW changes their 
minds this will do me. 
And now we have the Dark 
Eldar Reaver Jetbikes. Now 
they used to be the only 
ones capable of turbo-
boosting and they were so 
good that every Dark Eldar 
army always included them. 
They did, didn’t they? No. Ah.  
In fact I can’t ever remember 
facing them until I started 
coming up against Wych 
Cults (apart from one guy in 
the Muppets who has 3 
squads of 5 of them, for fun 
– don’t they Paul?). No-one 
seemed to use them, 
including me. So GW downed 
their points and I’ve used 
them a couple of times since 
but they’re still not a regular 
feature. 
Give every bike in the game 
the turbo-boost rule, 
however, and all of a sudden 
the Reavers were everyone’s 
favourite and now they’re 
nerfed. What is wrong with 
people? The Internet is a 
wonderful thing but it just 
seems to attract the whiners 
and whingers and, quite 
frankly, it gets frustrating. 
Mind you it can also be 

hilarious, especially reading 
some of the rules twisting 
that goes on, but I digress. 
Back to the Reavers. My 
question to any Dark Eldar 
player is how have the 
Reavers been nerfed? They 
haven’t lost any abilities. 
They haven’t been upped in 
points. So what’s wrong? 
Why are they suddenly 
unusable? What makes 
them different now than they 
were in 3rd Edition? 
Don’t compare them to “like” 
units in other armies either. 
It doesn’t work. It is the use 
of all the units within an 
army list that conspire to 
make a complete army. Each 
unit fulfilling a particular role 
within an army; it is down to 
the players to determine and 
find out what that role is. 
Reaver Jetbikes perform a 
different role in a Dark Eldar 
army than Chaos bikes do in 
a Chaos Army. Also, don’t 
compare the points of “like” 
units. It doesn’t work either; 
each unit is costed to 
balance and fit within its own 
army list. The endless 
comparisons of Land Raiders 
and Monoliths have filled 
many hours of hilarity for me. 
Bearing that in mind now tell 
me how the Dark Eldar 
Reavers have been nerfed.  
Personally I’ve actually 
started using Reavers now 
just to try new things, come 
on I even tried Scourges and 
Hellions the other night. Not 
very successfully, it has to be 
said, but that will come with 
time; it’s my aim in life to 
make people fear my 
Hellions. It’ll happen one 
day. Honest. 
That’s enough for now, I’ve 
got to go off and build my 
Grey Knight Purgation 
Squad. Now how shall I arm 
them? Hmm, how about 4 
Psycannons? Tasty. 
Nick Jenkin 
The Chef 

The Rat has let me have my 
own likkle rambling space, 
here in the corner of the 
kitchen. What do I intend to 
do with this? Cause trouble, 
that’s what! 
I want to use this space for 
things that don’t really fit 
anywhere else. Little rants, 
observations and general 
“things” for want of a better 
word. I’d like to start some 
healthy debate within the 
Sad Muppets and beyond; 
let’s have some fun. 
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A WADI TOO FAR? 
It is Dawn. As the common 
soldiery break camp, the 
ruddy ball of the rising sun is 
already clear of the horizon, 
becoming brighter as I 
watch, feeling its heat upon 
my face even now in the 
early chill, a premonition of 
the inferno of the day to 
come. 
The camp is a picture of 
organised confusion. Bugles 
blare, orders and counter-
orders crackle back and 
forth, obstinate mules, 
camels and bucking horses 
are herded into some 
semblance of order, tents 
are struck. The ever-present 
clouds of choking dust and 
sand thrown up by any 
movement make the 
confusion worse. 
Eventually however, order is 
restored and Sir John gives 
the order to march. As the 
massed columns, led by Col. 
Connor begin to move 
forward, the cavalry, 
commanded by Col. Lambert, 
stream past us on all sides, 
obviously eager to be free of 
the plodding infantry.  
Only 30 minutes into the 
march and some of our 
scouts lead forward a 
mounted tribesman. During 
his conversation with Sir 
John I glean the facts that he 
is in fact one of Sir Johns 
local spies and that the way 
ahead is clear, and that the 
natives in the small village 
that we are approaching are 
friendly. 
As we near the village our 
scouts suddenly signal that 
armed tribesmen have been 
sighted beyond the low 
range of hills to the east of 
the village, while from the 
tall grass just before the 
village, an number of natives 

attempt a poor ambush on 
the head of our columns, 
which caused no casualties 
to our men. While three 
companies of infantry begin 
to deploy to counter this 
threat, a unit of Bengal 
lancers are fired upon from 
the broken ground to the 
south of the village. Unable 
to operate effectively in that 
terrain, they dismount and 
move against the hostiles in 
a skirmish line. The French 
observer, Marshal Reginaire 
de Freeth was heard to 
murmur at this time, “You 
English, such a pretty army, 
but can you fight? We shall 
see, we shall see “ much to 
Sir Johns annoyance.  
The ambushers in the long 
grass now fall back towards 
the village after three volleys 
from the formed infantry, led 
by their energetic 
commander, Major Butcher. 
The main body of our column 
continues towards the Gubat 
road. Left of the village, the 
Bengal lancers continue to 
advance upon the natives, 
now supported by a company 
of Sikh infantry. 

THE BATTLE OF WADI WELLS 
Suddenly ahead, to the east 
we see the Dervish main 
body lying athwart the road 
and cresting the low hills 
that run south. One minute 
the countryside seemed 
empty, the next there they 
were, thousands of them, a 
truly awesome sight. Most of 
them clad in white robes, 
into which are stitched 
squares of coloured cloth, 
green, red, blue, all colours. 
Their flags, snapping in the 
dry desert breeze are also of 
many colours, many of them 
sporting the Star and 
Crescent. 
Sir John and I now join a 
Regular cavalry regiment and 

we gallop forward, 
discharging a volley into the 
massed ranks on the 
Mharkdhist extreme right. 
This barrage causes many 
casualties and causes them 
to retire. 
In the centre, the Egyptian 
infantry continued to move 
forward. Then with an 
ululating howl the entire 
Dervish centre and right 
began to charge forward. At 
this point things began to 
look dire on the allied far 
right. A unit of Bengal 
lancers had ridden too far 
forward and a large body of 
Dervishes hidden on the 
slopes to their left, rose into 
view and charged straight 
towards a unit of Alexandrian 
Militia cavalry, not known for 
their fighting prowess or 
discipline. Totally against 
expectations however the 
Militia stood their ground. As 
the rest of the Dervishes 
poured forward the Anglo/
Egyptian line deployed to 
receive them and three Sikh 
companies formed a column 
and prepared to take them in 
flank. 
On the right, the 
Alexandrians, performing 
more like a Guards regiment 
than a Militia, poured 
withering fire into their 
attackers, causing many to 
fall, although the survivors 
swept on and closed with the 
brave militia, now stiffened 
by the arrival in their ranks of 
Col. Lambert and his staff. 
To their left the British, 
Egyptian and Sudanese 
infantry fired with less effect 
and the main Dervish body 
continued to advance when 
they were taken in flank by 
the Sikh column. 
In the village the British 
companies met stubborn 
resistance, but cleared the 
first house, using it as a 
firing platform to shoot down 
into the milling Dervishes. 
Once more the Alexandrian 
Militia discharge their rifles 
into the mass before them at 
point-blank range. Suddenly 
their attackers break and 

T H E  T I M E S :  2 9 T H  J U N E  1 8 9 1  
BR I T I SH DE F E AT DERV I SH E S !  

run. 
In the centre the allied line  
fires again but the 
Mharkdhist advance 
continues undeterred. The 
Sikhs, fighting on the right 
suddenly find themselves too 
far extended and two 
companies are surrounded 
and hacked to pieces before 
any aid can reach them. 
On the far left, the marching 
column has reached the 
road and with the village 
cleared, is able to begin 
deploying its artillery and two 
regiments of Egyptian 
infantry. They fire into the 
already shaken Dervish right 
with devastating results. In 
the centre the allied line 
continues to fire regular 
volleys into the wavering 
mass, many of who still try to 
charge their tormentors. 
On the far right the returning 
Bengal lancers chase off the 
rout fleeing from the 
Alexandrian militia. They sit 
like statues, seemingly 
astounded by their own 
temerity. 
And suddenly it is over. The 
cavalry, unfettered now, 
pursue the fleeing 
Mharkdhists and the 
battlefield is silent except for 
the ever present breeze, and 
the moans and cries of the 
wounded and dying. 
Jeff Crane 
Historical Muppet 

In the early hours of the morning of the 22nd of June, 1891, a 
combined force of British, Egyptian and Sudanese under the 
command of Major-General Sir John Embleton KCB, met and 
defeated a vastly numerical army of Dervishes loyal to the 
Mharkdhi, whilst en-route to relieve the garrison at Gubat. 

DETAILED ACCOUNT FROM OUR CORRESPONENT: MR. 
FRANCIS JEFFIE 
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Welcome to the initial 
briefing for our autumn and 
winter Warhammer 40000 
campaign, Glebe Wars 
Episode One. The format is 
fairly straight forward, over 
six meetings (October to 
December) two teams of 
players will fight it out for 
control over the Glebe 
Sector. Each battle will 
represent a key engagement, 
so rather than fighting every 
single battle for a planet, 
you’ll only be fighting the 
most important ones. 
Each player will require 
normal a 1500 point and a 
400 point combat patrol 
army list. 
Starting on the 28th 
September, each team will 
have to work through the 
first three parts of the 
campaign turn the meeting 
prior to actually fighting any 
battles. Some of this might 
seem complicated by 
hopefully it will be 
straightforward once you’re 
into it. 

The team with the most 
resource points from their 
planets at the end, wins. And 
remember, each game can 
still be a league game if both 
players agree beforehand. 

Good Luck! 
Richard Kerry 
Campaign Muppet 

GLEBE WARS EPISODE ONE 

THE GREEN MENACE 
It is a time of  great turmoil in the Glebe Sector… 
After the invasion of  St Michael, Imperial control 

in this region of  space has been shaken, 
The time is ripe for those who would over throw the 

dominance of  mankind, 
Under the leadership of  the mysterious Emissary 
of  Gork, Ork tribes formerly divided have fallen 

upon the outlying systems, 
With them are traitors once loyal to the Emperor, 
But as the forces of  the mighty Imperium gather, 

there is still hope… 

WRITE ORDERS OF ENGAGEMENT 

Each team must decide which player will assault which planet and the order they will launch their assaults. These ‘Orders of 
Engagement’ are then compared by the campaign master (err, that would be me then) and battles can be organised. Remember, 
only players who will actually be around for the 
following meeting have to issue assaults, and if 
required players, can be substituted if someone’s 
not around. If there are a different number of 
players on the two teams’ Orders of Engagement, 
then the bottom players on the longest list are 
dropped off for that campaign turn. Two players 
from the same team may NOT assault the same 
world or assault any world where there as an 
unresolved conflict. And finally, players may only 
assault a world neighbouring one their team 
already controls. 

Battles are determined in the following order: 

1. Existing unresolved conflicts from the previous campaign turn fight each other again. 

2. Players assaulting the same independent world both fight for that world. 
3. Starting with the team with the most resource points, each team alternates to see who 

launches a new assault. The first unengaged player on the Order of Engagement is 
matched against the last player on the opposing team’s Order of Engagement. 

4. If there is an assault against an undefended independent world, the assaulting player 
automatically wins the system without a fight and may then reinforce another player. 

In the example above Ross and Peter would continue fighting on Ramsdell. Dave and Paul who both launched assaults against 
Tadley would fight one another. Then as Team Two have the most resource points Dave McCoy would launch his assault against 
Glebe, which Dave OJ (the last unengaged player on Team One) would have to defend. Then the first unengaged player in Team One 
(Andy) would launch his assault against Basingstoke which Mark would have to defend. Therefore players lower in the Order of 
Engagement will tend to defend, whilst those higher in the Order of Engagement will tend to attack. 

IMPORTANT 
If any player misses their game for 
whatever reason on the day, then 
their opponent automatically wins 
the system and may reinforce 
another player. 

Order of Engagement 

Team One 30 resource points 

Peter Ramsdell 

New Assaults  

Dave Tadley 

Andy Basingstoke 

Dave OJ St Michael 

Unresolved Conflicts  

Order of Engagement 

Team Two 36 resource points 

Ross Ramsdell 

New Assaults  

Dave McCoy Glebe 

Mark Finch 

Paul Tadley 

Unresolved Conflicts  

The Campaign Turn 
1. Write “Order of 

Engagement” 

2. Buy and play event cards 

3. Determine Scenario 

4. Fight Battle 

5. Report Results 
6. Update Map (Campaign 

Master) 
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BUY AND PLAY EVENT CARDS 
There are a certain number of different ‘event’ cards that can 
greatly affect the outcome of any individual battle. After your 
Orders of Engagement have been written, you may purchase a 
single event card for every twenty resource points your team 
controls. 
These cards are bought from the Campaign Master in a set 
order for both sides, and no, I’m going to tell you what that is! 
Please note that resource points may not be carried over 
between campaign turns. 

EVENT CARD SAMPLE 

“HIGH STAKES” 
This is a particularly important battle 
in this campaign. Perhaps a key 
spaceport is about to be overrun, or 
an important character must be 
rescued. This card is playable of an 
battle. 
Double Conquest Points will be 
awarded to the victor 

CHOOSE SCENARIOS 
The scenario used for the battle depends on how that battle 
originated: 
• If the assault is on an independent world, use a random 

Standard Scenario. 
• If the battle is a continuation of a previous assault, use the a 

random Breakout Scenario. The player with the highest 
Conquest Value in the system will be the attacker. 

• If it is a new assault is against a world controlled by the 
opposing team, use a random Raid Scenario. In this case the 
assaulting player will always be the attacker. 

Please note, any event card generated scenario will always 
take priority over these. 

REPORT RESULTS 
All the results need to be reported back to the Campaign 
Master in term of Conquest Points. These are calculated as: 

• 1 Conquest Point per full 100 points of Victory Point margin. 

• Or in scenarios which do not use Victory Points, divided 
1500 Victory Points by the number of objectives to 
determine the Victory Points scored, and then determine the 
Conquest Points from that. 

CONTROLING PLANETS 
Each planet/system has a Conquest Value this is used to 
determine who controls a planet. 
• If a player beats the Conquest Value of a planet in Conquest 

Points, then they gain it for their team. 
• If a player wins on a world but does not attain the Conquest 

Value, then they carry over their Conquest Points and 
continue fighting in the next campaign turn. Either player 
may choose to disengage by launching an assault in the 
following campaing turn. If they do this, the other player 
gains the planet for their team. If both players disengage, the 
world becomes independent. 

REINFORCEMENTS 
Players available to do so may reinforce any battle in a system 
neighbouring the one they were going to assault. 
Reinforcements are always 400 points and composed using 
the combat patrol rules. They also ALWAYS arrive as reserves 
(roll for the entire force, not each unit). 

THE TEAMS 

THE EMISSARY OF 
GORK 
Codexes allowed: Orks, Chaos 
Space Marines, Dark Eldar*, The 
Lost and the Damned 

THE GOVERNOR OF 
GLEBE 
Codexes allowed: Space Marines, 
Imperial Guard, Demonhunters, 
Witchhunters, Tau*, Eldar* 

*may not reinforce other players. 

THE GLEBE SECTOR 



You have your carefully 
devised force painted to 
‘Eavy Metal standard, 
resplendent with jaw-
dropping conversions ready 
to annihilate all-comers.1 

Let battle commence! 
You deploy with all the skill 
of a master tactician that 
would shame Wellington 
himself …………. Straight onto 
the kitchen table, checking 
line of sight around the stack 
of books. “Hhhmm, I wonder 
if I have the range to assault 
through the chalked-out 
woods?” …………… 
There is something missing 
isn’t there! 

Evocative terrain!!! 
In the last Newsletter, I 
attempted to promote the 
aspect of the modelling side 
of the hobby, paying 
attention to the look of the 
figures in your forces; now it 
is time to look at another 
important factor (outside of 
the luck of dice rolls).   
Terrain is not necessary for a 
battle,2 but it certainly 
makes for a more 
interesting, challenging and 
enjoyable game.3 There is no 
doubt though, that terrain is 
increasingly important in the 
game mechanics of 40K (in 
particular). With the release 
of 4th edition rules, an 
extensive and detailed 
portion of the rules and 
hobby development involves 
terrain and its effects. 
On top of that, creative 
models to battle around can 
provide perspective and a 
narrative to battles, 

realistically interpret the 
effects of cover and line of 
sight, then just look darn 
good. Personally I think it 
makes all the difference to 
make a memorable game. 
What choices do we have? 
The good news is……Lots!  

Of course you could buy 
some of the fantastic terrain 
pieces available 
commercially; resin, 
polystyrene, wood, plaster or 
plastic. Forgeworld, GW, 
Table-top Terrain just to 
name a few. But why not 
have a try yourself, you don’t 
have to be a master sculptor, 
and believe me, you do 
improve with practice. 
Buildings, complexes, 
fortifications, woods, rivers, 
hills… The choices are 
endless, as are the materials 
with which to create them. 
Inspiration comes from 
anywhere, publications, TV 
and movies, the web and the 
real world.4 
I have made several pieces 
of terrain over the years. You 
can make them as basic or 

complex as you want.5 They 
vary from the small simple 
pieces made from bits of the 
polystyrene boxes that GW 
figures used to come in cut 
down and mounted on 
cardboard strips to produce 
wall sections; to defence 
sections of razor-wire/ tank-

traps/minefields mounted 
on plasticard; to buildings 
from foamcard then hills/
rocky terrain and 
entrenchments from my 
favourite medium... 
Expanding foam. 
Cheap, cheerful, easy to use 
and effective (if anyone has 
seen some of my previous 
attempts) the foam option is 
also relatively quick to 
produce useable pieces. Just 
for a change I actually 
remembered to photograph 
the stages in construction of 
some terrain that was 
inspired by the stalls at the 
Devizes weekend.6  
So here goes, I shall attempt 
to take you through a step-
by-step lesson in Terrain 
Building, 101: 

“IN C O M I NG — TA K E COV E R! ! !”  
E N H A N C I N G  T H E  G A M I N G  E X P E R I E N C E ,  P A R T  2  
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DISCLAIMER 
These directions are a guide 
only. No responsibility is 
taken by the author for the 
Health & Safety aspects of 
model construction. Just 
please note that some 
things are sharp, may be 
toxic or are just plain 
dangerous in the wrong 
circumstances. Please use 
as directed by the 
manufacturer and be 
careful. Also, like myself, it is 
preferable to be supervised 
by a responsible and 
sensible adult (Doh!) if I can 
find one. 

STEP 1 
Check medical insurance.7 
As you may see, collect 
your tools and materials. 
Some MDF off-cuts (50p) 
shaped with a jigsaw, can 
of foam (Wilkinsons is the 
cheapest I’ve found), 
textured paint (enough for 
a life-time) and the ubiquitous hobby drill are amongst the 
basics needed. 

STEP 2 
The best way of using the 
foam is to first score the 
base, then spray with 
water. Squirt the foam in a 
base-layer allowing for 
expansion to the edges 
(about an inch all around). 
Spray with water and add 
another layer as necessary to build up a hill. I like height 
variations to enhance the effect, asymmetry works for me. 
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All in all, the two pieces cost 
around a fiver to make (the 
main cost of a full small can 
of the foam plus whatever 
else from stuff I already had) 
and were ready in a two day 
period.  
Give it a go yourself, it is all 
part of the hobby and 
enhances the gaming 
experience. I don’t think 
anyone can misinterpret the 
effects of these terrain 
pieces, so that is worth it on 
its own. 

Happy gaming. 
Dave McCoy  
Landscaping Muppet 

STEP 3 
Within 10-15 minutes, 
the surface firms-up, 
before this the foam is 
incredibly tacky (it still 
is, on the inside) and 
sticks permanently to 
everything, gloves are 
a good idea. Using a 
firm pressure, the 
terrain can be shaped 
to be more practical with flattening areas/pathways/plateaus 
etc as required. But you can just let the shape go its own way if 
you want. 
Tears and cuts in it will deflate areas, but items can be stuck 
into the scenery and secured in place (bitz and objects). 

STEP 4 
I left the pieces 
overnight, not 
necessary as about 
four to six hours is 
usually enough to 
“cure”, but I have a 
life and the previous 
stages only took 
about an hour 
anyway. 
Now for the advanced 
bit. I wanted to try 
and create trench 
systems as Infantry 
cover, so out comes 
the drill and craft 
knives (careful 
chilblains!). With a 
minimal loss of blood, 
I gouged, sliced and 
ground (the foam is 
very workable ) the trenches to size. Sizing dependant on the 
judicious use of an available figure, at this stage I decided to 
keep it simple and not extend them to allow for trench shoring 
and flooring (although cardboard or balsa wood could have 
been added to enhance it. 
Completed (this took about two hours) it was then a good 
shake out of the loose particles and it’s ready for painting. 

STEP 5 
No matter the end 
colour scheme, I’ve 
found that the black 
textured masonry 
paint is a good 
basecoat for all 
scenery, even metal 
because it is a good 
base for rust. 

So ‘bish-bosh!’ slap it on. 

STEP 6 
I had done several 
pieces before in a 
desert scheme but 
wanted a change this 
time; break out the 
flock. 
Starting with dry-
brushing the rock 
fortress grey, working 
outwards with browns for the soil and mud, allow to dry, then 
green paint mixed with PVA for the flocked areas and 
immediately flock. 

STEP 7 
Final touches (not 
really necessary, but 
fit the inspiration), 
the overhead cover. 
Tubes drilled were 
into the terrain, then 
foam card cut to 
size. The card was 
then scored to 
simulate planking, 
sprayed and dry-brushed. A lot easier than constructing from 
balsa and a lot faster. 
The whole terrain pieces were then sprayed with varnish, et 
voila!!!!! 

Notes: 

1. We can dream, can’t we? 
2. Preferably if you are IG or 
Tau. 
3. OK, not if you’re IG or 
Tau. 
4. And of course, the 
commercial examples (but 
don’t tell anyone I told you). 
5. Though it is very easy to 
get carried away, I try to 
maintain a practicality for its 
use, i.e. you can still place 
models in/on/around it. 
6. “Hhhhmmmm, must 
spend beer-tokens between 
games” 

7. And First-aid facilities!!!! 
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OK just what is O-J science? 
Well it’s basically taking the 
Bloody Stupid Johnson 
approach to war game 
modelling. When Mark Waple 
first suggested this as an 
irregular newsletter column 
just one thought crossed my 
mind, oh bugger to be 
precise! 
We decided early on that this 
year’s Gamesday game board 
should be a bit different.  
We didn’t what to do the 
same old thing so we decided 
to make a board that 
“works”. 
Imagine spinning gun turrets 
that rise and fall as they 
activate and deactivate, and 
working search lights that 
can arc across the battlefield. 
These are the type of thing 
that I like to make. So I was 
as happy as Larry as I set to 
work (ably assisted by all the 
rest of the gang) to build this 
year’s leviathan. 
However this first outing into 
the world of O-J science 
should start from the ground 
up and concentrate on 
actually building a gaming 
board. You can always add 
“Twiddley bits to it later”... 

OJ  SC I E NCE! ! ! ! !  

The first thing to remember 
is the KISS rule (no this isn’t 
getting too friendly with your 
opponent!) It stands for Keep 
It Simple, Stupid. Then it’s 
important to understand the 
vital equation when 
constructing game boards; 

S = T x A / M x P 
For the uninitiated I will 
Explain: 

S= size 

T=thickness 

A=amount you can get 

M=maximum you can lift 

P=persons present 
This is better know as the 
STAMP rule. 
So you’ve got your board 
material (twice as much as 
you think you’ll ever need is 
about right). Now you can 
begin construction. The first 
thing to remember is what 
type of game you intend to 
play most, as no one has 
room for more than the one 
game board unless they are 
incredibly lucky. 
There are many different 
types of board. A decent City 
Fight board for example isn’t 
just a flat surface; there are 
gutters and pavements, 
bomb craters, canals and 
bridges. Some of these 
terrain pieces can be made 
separate but a real 
modeller’s board will have 
them built in. You don’t see a 
railway enthusiast with 
anything less than a 

wonderful 
display 
board; we 
should 
attempt to 
aspire to 
the same. 
If you play 
mostly 
Fantasy 
then 
obviously 
a flat 
surface is 
more 

ideal, but that doesn’t stop 
you from building rocky crags 
or slopping sections. And of 
course the finish colour and 

texture is all-important. 
The question is how can you 
vary the terrain you use and 
have built in great looking 
terrain? The answer is multi 
layering. 
First cut your game board to 
size, the board material 
should be at least ½” thick, 
and I personally recommend 
Green MDF (the green type is 
moisture resistant, so it 
doesn’t swell when you use 
watered down PVA on it). It’s 
easy to work and shape and 
a normal DIY jigsaw will have 
no problems cutting it. Also, 
if purchased from 
somewhere like Homebase, 
they will probably be able to 
cut the initial board size bits 
for you. 
You can build a board in as 
many sections as you like 
but an average 6’ x 4’ board 
works best in three or four 
pieces (18”x 48” pieces are 
much easier to store when 
not in use, as well). 
You can of course choose to 
mount your terrain normally, 
which can have the 
advantage of being more 
flexible when being 
positioned, but in my 
experience is that terrain 
normally ends up in the 
same sort of places on a 
battle field and so I prefer 
the idea of being able to 
model the terrain’s basing 
into the board so that it 
really looks like your trees 
are sprouting from the table, 
or a towering building, or 
gothic ruin solidly built in 
place. The beauty of this type 
of construction is that the 
boards texturing can flow 
onto the terrain basing, 
blending the whole thing 
together. You’ll just have to 
trust me that from the 
modellers perspective this 
looks so much better than 
having a great big lump of 
terrain basing sat on an 
otherwise flat gaming base. 
If you want to give it a go it’s 
pretty simple so here’s how... 
After the base material is cut 
to size, mark out the 
positions of any terrain 

pieces that you would like, 
then get your jigsaw and cut 
a random shape out of the 
baseboard. Don’t drill a hole 
to start the jigsaw off, 
instead gently lower the saw 
blade against the MDF 
surface. Once you have cut 
out the random shape, you 
should find that it fits the 
hole it just left in the 
baseboard perfectly. Now 
use the piece you’ve just cut 
out as a template and cut at 
least two more shapes. Keep 
the first one you cut safe and 
mark it as a template, this 
can be used at later date to 
make new pieces, if you ever 
feel the need. Then the 
remaining two can be 
modelled with different types 
of terrain to suit different 
scenarios. Then repeat this 
for as many pieces of terrain 
as you want. 
After cutting out all the holes 
in your base board, you 
should end up with 
something that looks like a 
Swiss Cheese, don’t worry, 
just glue and screw the 
whole thing to another layer 
of MDF, make sure any 
excess glue is wiped clear, or 
when you drop in your terrain 
sections they won’t sit flat. 
Then after modelling your 
terrain, base the entire 
board in one go. You can use 
any technique you prefer, but 
I like a thick paint and 
building sand mix. Any colour 
detailing should be done 
while this mixture is still wet 
so that it is easy to merge 
and blend colours between 
different terrain areas. Also 
it’s important to remember 
that if you paint one side of 
MDF then you must also 
paint the other side, 
otherwise the base will warp. 
So please have a go, and 
have fun! And remember if 
you haven’t got room for a 
games board you can always 
build an 18” x 24” board and 
play 40K scale Epic! 
Dr OJ 
Other Muppet. 

Dave’s latest gaming board 
project, for this year’s SMS 

Gamesday game 
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The 
Good, 
the Bad 
and the 
Ugly 
(1966) 
Not sure 
when I 
first saw 
this film 
but the 
music, acting, direction and 
set pieces have stayed with 
me ever since. It has the 
best final western shoot out 
in existence. For me it had 
the major influence of 
introducing me to Clint 
Eastwood and so my son 
gained a name without me 
realising it2. It also 
influenced my interest in 
westerns, film soundtracks 
and my entire interest in 
wargaming can be traced 
back to this film! 
How? The American Civil 
War. All my interest in 
military history stems from 
this film and this conflict. 
Obviously I’ve expanded 
since then but I place my 
interest/obsession with 
wargaming firmly at the door 
of this film. A film I get out 
and watch every now and 
again. 
Doctor 
Who 
(1963-
1989, 
1996 
and 
2005-
????) 
What 
can I 
say? I 
love it. All the bad costumes 
and sets. All the stilted 
dialogue. Who cares? It 
entertains for hours on end. 
My whole sci-fi interest can 
be traced to old Jon Pertwee 
episodes before Tom Baker 
opened my young eyes to the 
wonders of the Universe. 
My favourite doctor? Nope – 
not going there. Same as I 
don’t have a favourite Bond. 
I like them all, so there. 
Favourite bad guys though 
would have to be the 

Cybermen overall. Just 
something about taking a 
human and de-humanising 
him. That was scary.  The 
Borg are the natural 
progression of this to me and 
even scarier. 
What influence did it have? 
How about my entire interest 
in Science-fiction? Every 
show or film I’ve seen since 
I’ve wanted to watch 
because of this show. 
Without it I’d never have 
watched Blake’s 7, Space 
1999, Star Trek (all of ‘em), 
Battlestar Galactica, Babylon 
5, Stargate SG-1 and so on 
and on and never would 
have walked into Games 
Workshop on that fateful day 
in 19933. 
Star 
Wars 
(1977) 
I was 
nine. I 
watched 
it with 
my Dad 
and 
Sister in 
the cinema in Maidenhead in 
the summer of 77. What do 
you need to know? How my 
jaw dropped when the Star 
Destroyer went past? How I 
was scared of Darth Vader? 
How I loved Princess Leia? 
How my hero was Han Solo? 
What can I say? It was Star 
Wars. It was the best sci-fi 
film I’d ever seen. Ever since 
then I’ve wanted to write a 
sci-fi story; never quite 
managed it! 
I watched The Empire Strikes 
Back in Leeds and The 
Return of the Jedi in 
Plymouth. I’ll never forgive 
George Lucas for the teddy 
bears but the films are 
brilliant. Hey I even like the 
new ones so sue me! 

The Killer (1984) 
John Woo. Guns. Explosions. 
Slow motion. Churchyards. 
Doves. Come on, what more 
do you want? Oh and please 
be 18 before watching this 
one. I don’t want to be 
responsible for any trauma 

that may be induced by the 
final shootout in the 
Churchyard. 

The Terminator (1985) 
Ah, yes. 
The best 
film of all 
time. Bar 
none. Not 
even the 
sequel 
can live 
with this 
superb 
blending 
of horror and sci-fi into the 
modern world. Everything 
from Arnie’s career making 
role with 17 lines of dialogue 
to the introduction of Linda 
Hamilton as the plucky 
Sarah Connor just works.  
The action was second to 
none; the story fairly motors 
along and the set pieces are 
superb. The best scene? Has 
to be “I’ll be back!” followed 
by the best destruction of a 
Police Station ever seen. 
Fabulous. 
And then there’s the music. 
Thank you and good night! 
Now what possible influence 
do you think this has had on 
my wargaming? Huh? May I 
introduce my favourite race 
of all time? The Necrons. 
Obviously they wouldn’t be 
based upon this film in its 
entirety but to me they are 
everything I ever wanted 
from a wargaming army. 
They are relentless. They 
look uniform. They kill 
because they can. They are 
easy to paint. They get back 
up again. They have the 
ability to make everyone else 
cry. 
And, what’s more, they’re 
cool. 
There are many, many other 
films that have influenced 
me in small ways and I’m not 
going through them all here. 
Feel free to ask me if you 
fancy knowing what other 
films I enjoy. Be prepared 
though; I do like to talk about 
films. A lot. 
Nick Jenkin 
Film Muppet 

LI G H T S !  CA M E R A!  ACT I O N!  
RO L L TH EM DI C E!  

Notes: 
1 Why are they always the 
good old days? How come 
nothing ever happened that 
was bad? It must be a 
memory thing. 
2 Come on he’s not named 
Clinton because of the US 
President! 
3 Well fateful as in “oh look 
how much money I can 
spend in one go” kind of 
way. 

I was having a discussion the 
other day with an old school 
friend and reminiscing about 
the good old days1 and up 
popped a point about the 
films, TV shows, books, songs 
and so on that have had 
impacts on my life. 
It did not have to be major 
impacts, it could be just an 
influence on some aspect 
and this got us thinking. 
When I look at films and TV 
shows that have had major 
impacts or influences then 
there are a handful that 
stand out: 
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MA RT Y R S OF TH E VO ID 
T H E  D E A T H  O F  A  C H A P T E R  

Drsek stared out across the 
ranks of men before him and 
felt a shiver of remorse 
tremble its way through his 
body. He realised, quite 
suddenly, that a splash of 
water had hit his cheek. 
Fortunately the death mask 
bestowed upon him as part 
of his rank of Chaplain hid 
these tears from his troops. 
How had it come to this? The 
question wormed around his 
mind and refused to leave. 
Here he was standing at the 
head of a parade of what 
was now his Chapter and he 
was sad; this should have 
been the crowning glory in 
his career; a moment to 
savour. He shook his head, 
instead he felt nothing but 
remorse and loneliness. Was 
this how it had always been?  
No. He remembered a time 
before. When the Inquisitor 
had come to tell them of 
their mission. When they had 
set off to aid in this mission 
for humanity. And then 
what? It was time to confront 
the memories. Where had it 
all gone so horribly wrong? 
In the parade a battle 
banner was coaxed to unfurl 
by the gentle breeze. It 
caught the eye of Drsek as it 
stretched out to its full glory. 
A single message was 
emblazoned across it, 
dripping in blood red. 

“Vengeance for PX-0967” 
Drsek grimaced as memories 
came flooding back. The 
screams of the dying. The 
shattering of hopes. The 
death of a Chapter. 

PX-0967. 
A hopeless, 
dead planet 
somewhere in 
the Lushall 
system. It had 
been a simple 
mission, a 
straightforward 
search and 
rescue. Where 
had it gone so 
horribly wrong? 

“Drsek?” 
The Chaplain 

came to his senses. 
“Sir?” He enquired of the 
Inquisitor stood before him 
on the bridge of the battle 
barge. 
“Your Chapter Master has 
taken the Chapter to the 
planet’s surface. He has 
instructed that you monitor 
transmissions and be 
prepared to bring your 
Terminators in on their 
signal.” 
“I know.” Drsek said, with a 
certain amount of bite 
behind the words, “I was 
there when he commanded 
me.” 
The Inquisitor smiled. “Of 
course you were.” 
Drsek turned to the man 
currently manning the 
communications array. 
“Open the comms so that we 
can all hear as Hyrek leads 
the glorious Martyrs to 
victory on PX-0967.” 

“Sir!” 
The communications 
opened. 

“Sir?” asked Drsek. 
“Ah, Drsek.” came the 
response, “Nice to hear from 
you.” 

“Yes sir.” 
“We are approaching the 
structure as instructed by 
our friend Zolkof. We are 
taking all usual precautions.” 
“There is nothing there. This 
is a dead world. Why do you 
waste time Chapter Master?” 
this from Zolkof, the 
Inquisitor. 
Drsek hissed at the 
Inquisitor. “We will take all 
precautions as usual. This 
world may appear to be dead 
but we can never take this 
for granted.” 
“If we fail to claim the device 
then we will fail. In the name 
of the Emperor you must 
hurry Chapter Master.” 
A moment of silence came 
from the comms.  
“Chapter Master?” asked 
Drsek. 
“If what Zolkof says is true 

then we need to hurry.” 
“But that means that you will 
not be following protocols.” 
“The Emperor shall protect 
us.” 
Before Drsek could say 
anything else he heard Hyrek 
issuing commands that 
would now ignore all safety 
measures. A shiver trembled 
down his spine. 
“This doesn’t feel right, 
Chapter Master.” 
“Stay off the airwaves, 
Drsek, we are now inside the 
structure and need the 
airwaves clear.” 
For a while the commands of 
marines flowed back and 
forth. Nothing to report. No 
device. 

And then, suddenly… 

“… Fire!” 

“I can’t see anything!” 
“What in the name of the 
Emperor was that?” 
“Metal. It’s moving. 
Everything’s moving.” 
The sounds of bolters firing 
in vain. Power weapons whirr 
in the dark. 
“It’s covered in skin, cut from 
… us? Kill it! Kill it! Why won’t 
it stay down? We’re all going 
to die!” 
“Their guns! They’re stripping 
my armour! No. It can’t be 
happening! It can’t …….. my 
flesh!!! 
Aarghhhhhhhhhhhhhhh” 

“… Metal …. Skin ……” 

Screams cut short. 
“Chapter Master!!!” 
screamed Drsek. He looked 
up sharply at Zolkof, “Pray 
they are not dead.” 
Zolkof smiled, “Oh I think 
you’ll find they’re dead. All of 
them.” 
“What?” asked a bewildered 
Chaplain. 
Zolkof retrieved a 
communicator from his 
robes and spoke into it. “It’s 
Zolkof. We have 
confirmation.” 
“Confirtmation of what?” 
screamed Drsek. “What is 

The Commander of the 
Martyrs 
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going on here?” 
Zolkof smiled again, 
“Necrons on Px-0967.” 
“Necrons?” a light dawned 
inside the mind of Drsek. 
“You used us!? We were 
bait? A whole chapter 
destroyed just so that you 
can get confirmation?!” 
“Not the whole chapter. You 
still have your Terminators.” 
He smiled again. 
“I’ll kill you where you 
stand.” Drsek pulled his gun. 
“Not today.” and Zolkof 
vanished. Drsek’s shot hit 
the bulkhead and dissipated 
harmlessly. 
For a while Drsek stood 
there, numb. 

“Sir?” 

Drsek stirred, “Yes?” 

“What shall we do now, Sir?” 
Drsek looked at the 
crewman. “Are there any 
signs of life from our marines 
on PX-0967?” 

“None, Sir.” 
“They’re all gone then. All the 
power armoured warriors 
were down there.” 

“What shall we do now, Sir?” 
“Now? Now we shall avenge 
our fallen comrades.” 
“How, Sir? Everything has 
been destroyed. All we have 
are Terminators, some Land 
Raiders and a few 
Dreadnoughts. Nothing else 
at all.” 
Drsek stared into the 
darkness of space. “Then 

they shall be our instruments 
of vengeance. Come we have 
much work to do.” 
The parade came to a halt. 
Drsek came back with a 
sudden jump from his 
memories. Before him stood 
rank upon rank of 
Terminators, resplendent in 
their beautiful armour. 
Dreadnoughts lined behind 
them and, just beyond them, 
and massive against the 
backdrop of the sky, were 
the Land Raiders, their 
armoured shells gleaming in 
the morning sun. 
Suddenly he realised that 
the tears had dried up and 
that no longer did he feel 
remorse. Here was a sight to 
gladden even his heart. 

He addressed his Chapter,  

I started playing GW games a 
very, very long time ago, as a 
consequence I have built up 
a wide and varied range of 
figures in my collection.  
After joining the SMS my 
interest in Warhammer 
Fantasy Battle and 
Warhammer 40000 was re-
kindled and as a 
consequence I rushed into 
getting an army up and 
running to play in each of 
them.  
40K seemed to be the 
flavour of the month, so I 
decided to sort this out first. 
My first army was a marine 
army, you’ll have seen my 
Revananter Chapter no 
doubt and I have made 
several additions to this over 
the last two years. The next 
was my beloved Ork army, I 
just love Orks, the mentality 
and unadulterated brutality 
seems to suit me down to 
the ground, this allowed me 
to use a vast number of my 
old metal figures until such a 
time that I could get my 
hands on the newer ones. 
The next army was all bought 
as a birthday present, the 
Eldar! Well nothing has 
advanced beyond the 
purchase of these fine 

figures, as I drifted into a 
‘Nid army,(can you see a 
trend here). Finally, by 
default rather than any 
conscious thought, I was 
looking through the figures in 
my Garage and came across 
my old Imperial Guard 
figures from the Rogue 
Trader era and I also came 
across my Squats Well what 
could I use these for? Then it 
dawned on me, I 
remembered seeing old GW 
artwork showing these short 
fella’s supporting the Guard, 
so why not use them just as 
guard? I now had the basis 
of an army and hadn’t spent 
a penny. 
The next step was to get my 
hands on the new Imperial 
Guard codex, check out the 
new doctrines and just how 
many Ogryns I could get in 
my army! 
Well the Codex came along 
and much to my 
disappointment, all the 
Ogryn needed ripper guns! 
Never mind, we’ll have to 
make some! 
All of my original guard are 
from the Rogue trader series 
and therefore looked a lot 
like Cadians, although there 
is a good smattering of auto-

guns in their ranks as well. 
The idea came to me that 
with their grey overalls they 
looked a lot like the penal 
battalions, so with a number 
of the old human bomb 
figures I had an idea sprang 
to mind. Why not build an 
Imperial Guard regiment, 
based on the Squat human 
alliance, use the doctrines to 
have them better at Fighting 
Orks and get a bit of 
background as to why they 
have penal troopers as well. 
I also needed some tanks, so 
went straight to e-bay and 
started to browse! That was 
a mistake, two Leman Russ, 
one Basilisk, a Hellhound, a 
Griffon, a Chimaera and 
three Sentinels later I 
stopped!!!! This wasn’t to 
mention the Schaeffers Last 
Chancers, Praetorians, 
Mordian and Cadian metal 
figures I picked up! All this 
for a very reasonable price, 
although the one bit of 
advice here would be, look at 
the codex, decide what you 
want in your 1500 points 
and stick to it! 
Now I had this lot, I just 
needed to dig out some 
rough riders as well and 
what better than some Squat 

BU I L D AN ARM Y TO  
SU I T YO UR LE F T OV ER S ! !  

bikers, same stats for the 
rough riders, just looked 
different! There is a lot of 
potential for using figures 
you like the look of and just 
ensuring that your opponent 
knows what they are! My 
Squat squads for instance 
are just the same as normal 
Guard, I have incuded the 
Xenos fighter doctrine 
however, which makes them 
tougher against Orks, fitting 
for Dwarves I thought. I also 
liked the look of the Squat 
bikers, hence the rough rider 
idea. 
Now I next have to come up 
with the Army 
composition….that’s for next 
time though. 
Mark Freeth 
Recycling Muppet 

“My fellow Martyrs, today we 
shall begin our vengeance.  
“Let none stand between us 
and our ultimate target. 
Zolkof and his Inquisition will 
pay dearly for what they did 
to us.  
“We may not be many but we 
are the best at what we do.  
“Death to the enemies of the 
Martyrs.” A cheer boomed 
out from the ranks. 
“Vengeance for PX-0967!” 
The cheers rang long and 
loud. Drsek smiled. Today 
the Martyrs of the Void were 
being reborn, and it was time 
for the Universe to fear their 
name again. 
Nick Jenkin 
Martyr Muppet 



Here’s Dave McCoy’s 
Muppet Army for 2004. 
There might be a link to a 
famous Swedish pop group 
in there somewhere…. 

“RING RING” 
The Head of the Mission, 
Cannoness Agnetha 
acknowledged the receipt of 
the data-slate from the 
Acolyte, with a gentle tilt of 
the head. “Thank you; please 

request Reverend Mother 
Anna-Freida to attend me in 
the Command Cell at once, 
Voulez-vouz!” 
She finished her prayers, 
then made her way to the 
Command Cell to review the 
attached encoded files. 
Presently, her Second-in-
Command swept into the 
room, her eyes blazing with 
barely suppressed 
anticipation and righteous 
zeal. “Yes Mother Superior?” 
“We have received orders.” 
Agnetha left the statement 
hanging ominously. The 
Celestian merely nodded. 
“His most holy emissary, 
Cardinal Benny is feared lost 
to fell forces on the world of 
St Michael. Along with his 
assistant Father Bjorn, they 
were viewing sites for a 
grand Cathedral on the 
Chiquitita Peninsular when 
they broke contact. An 
automatic SOS was received, 
but nothing since.” 
Anna-Freida commented 
dryly, “Knowing Me, knowing 
you; the Ecclesiarch is all 
about raising more money, 
money, money; that’s the 
name of the game these 
days. They lost 
communications? It is 
nothing uncommon or 
sinister.” 
“But the appearance of 
multiple Xenos and Loyal 
craft converging on the 
system, is.” 

“Mama mia!!!” 
“The Ordo has 

commanded us to proceed 
to the planet with the utmost 
haste and to deal with any 
insurgents; assemble Force 
Fernando, Operation 
Codename is WATERLOO. 
One of us, will make 
planetfall and engage, the 
other, will remain aboard 
with the reserves. Do you 
Wish the Honour?” 
“I do I do I do I do I do! You 
may take a chance on me.” 
“Very well, but I may yet join 
you. We will deploy to the 
Strike Cruiser “Light of the 
Emperor” for immediate 
embarkation. I will brief en-
route. Hasta Mañana 
Reverend Mother.” 
Alone, with the sounds of the 
choir at Evensong, she 
thought “Thank you for the 
music.” 

Then reviewed her Forces... 
Since the receipt of new 
equipment and training, her 
Force could now be 
considered ‘Super Troupers’. 
When offered the 
equipment, it was all she 
could do to stop herself from 
shouting “Gimme, gimme, 
gimme!” 
Standard fit targeters had 
increased accuracy, and the 
Exorcist refits and new melta 
rockets had already done 
much to instil fear into the 
hearts of Heretics; even the 
heavily armoured ones! Still 
a little unpredictable, but 
Sister Bertha was working on 
that. 
It was a fast, mobile Force, 
with the Emperors Grace, 
she would prevail ------ The 
winner takes it all! 
Dave McCoy 
Sister Muppet 

M U P P E T  A R M Y  

ST R I K E FO RC E AG N ET H A  
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Strike Force Agnetha (Codex Witchhunters)  

Palatine Anna-Frida of the Virtue (inferno pistol, 60 

Celestian Squad Virtuous 
5 Celestians (1 heavy flamer, 1 flamer, 3 bolters) 
Immolator (smoke) 

151 

Celestian Squad Pious 
6 Celestians (1 flamer, 1 meltagun,  1 bolt pistol 
& close combat weapon, 3 bolters) 
Immolator (smoke) 

162 

Battle Sisters Squad Righteous 
15 Battle Sisters (1 storm bolter, 1 meltagun, 13 
bolters) 
1 Veteran Sister Superior (storm bolter) 

215 

Battle Sisters Squad Divine 
12 Battle Sisters (bolters) 
1 Veteran Sister Superior (bolter) 

157 

Dominion Squad Zealous 
5 Dominions (2 flamers, 2 meltaguns, 1 bolter) 
1 Veteran Sister Superior (bolt pistol, power 
weapon) 
Immolator (smoke) 

206 

Justus Extremis 145 

Annhilatum 145 

Retributor Squad Judgement 
5 Retributors (3 heavy bolters, multimelta, bolter, 
imagifer) 
1 Veteran Sister Superior (bolter) 
Justice Pattern Immolator (twin-linked multi-
meltas, smoke) 

258 

Total 1499 

ADEPTUS SORORITAS 

ORDER OF THE SACRED ROSE:  

PURGATUS STRIKE FORCE AGNETHA 

+++ INCOMING MSG+++ 
+++ ORIGIN: CONVENT PRIORIS – AUTH: RAMC 
00738833571A+++ 

+++ DEST: SORORITAS MISSION - TIDWORTH BACKWATER+++ 
+++ ORDERS: PROCEED ST MICHAELS WORLD (SEE FILE) - 
PRIORITY ALPHA PRIME – ENGAGE ANY AND ALL HOSTILE 
FORCES PRESENT, SECURE AREA, AWAIT FUTHER 
INSTRUCTIONS+++ 

+++ AUTH: ORDO HERETICUS – PURGATUS- αββα+++ 

+++ END TRANS+++ 
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The Eldar view… 
“Farseer, our Fire Prism has 
been destroyer by a mon-
keigh female with a (melta) 
pop gun and now they’re 
heading right for us!” 
“Right, all units converge 
and surround them, I’ll take 
care of this myself.” 
Farseer hits the tank with a 

strength 9 singing spear. It 
doesn’t blow up. 
Wave Serpent completely 
misses despite being about 
an inch away from the 
tailgate. 
“Err sir, the Banshess are 
getting a little twitchy…” 

BANG!!!!!! 
One guardian to another on 

a hill not so far away 
“See, and that’s how we 
blow up tanks. Take Notes. 
The guys with the lances 
seem to need a little 
training.” 

Richard Kerry 

Comms Intercept M39.984.2854: 
+++ TARGET AQUIRED, DESIGNATED XENOS CONSTRUCT – 
TALOS - (FILE DOWNLOAD: a411943697GGEP) MOVING GRID 
QS 164322 TO QS 163000, QUADRANT OMEGA 5 – SQUAD 
ZEALOUS TO INTERCEPT+++  

+++ ROGER, ZEALOUS ACK, MOVING TO INTERCEPT+++ 

“SCREEECH” 
+++ SQUAD, DEPLOY! PATTERN ALPHA, FIRETEAMS CHARLIE & 
DELTA FLANKING WITH MELTAS TAKING POINT – GO GO GO!!!
+++ 

+++ TEAM DELTA, CLOSE UP+++ 
+++ HAH! ALIEN SCUM, WE HAVE YOU NOW, NO ESCAPE ------- 
EAT MELTA ----- FIRE!!!+++ 

“Click, click, click, click, click” 

+++ SAFETY CATCHES!!!!+++ 

+++ bugger+++ 

+++ SQUAD ZEALOUS?+++ 

+++ SQUAD ZEALOUS ----- RESPOND+++ 

+++ END TRANS+++ 

Situation Report: Devizes System. 

Enemy: Xenos of the Eldar Craftworld, Rath-Torhan 

“Time to strike at their heart!” 

“Yes, Mother Superior” 

The Immolator surges forward, tracks squealing. 

“We have them in sight, HALT! Don’t get too close.” 

“Sorry, what was that?” 

“I said HALT!” 

“Um, Sorry.” 
“Where did that Wave Serpent and Viper come from? Get us 
out of here NOW!” 
“Maam, I can’t. They’re double parked, you know what I’m like 
in car parks.” 

“I don’t care if you scratch the paintwork.” 

“But that will mean ——– reversing!” 

“NOW, before ————” 

BANG!!!!!!! 

“Right, everyobdy out!” 

“Maan, we can’t, they’re parked too close.” 

“Bugger!” 

And there goes my HQ. 



valde tristes sumus… 
(we’re very sad indeed…) 

S O C I E T Y  

T H E  S A D  M U P P E T  

Email: muppet@genesis-sf.org.uk 
Web: www.rkerry.fsnet.co.uk/sms 

Yahoo Group: groups.yahoo.com/groups/
sadmuppets 

Phone: 0118 9820489 (David) 
 

THE COMMITTEE 
Chief Muppet Richard Kerry 
Money Muppet Paul Russell 

Other Muppet David Offen-James 
Memory Muppet Nick(ron) Jenkin 

Another Muppet Nathan White 
 

THE CONTRIBUTORS 
(in no particular order of importance or 

achievement) 
Richard Kerry, Nathan White, David Offen-

James, Paul Russell, Nick Jenkin, Mark 
Freeth, Ian W, Dave McCoy, Jeff Crane and 

Che Webster 
 

No snowmen were harmed in the 
publication of this Newsletter. 

 

TH E LE AGU E 2004 TH E LE AGU E 2004 
The 
league is 
a chance 
for 
members 

to test each other’s 
metal (again).  
• A win is worth 2 

points 
• A draw is worth 1 

points (any result 
where the winning 
margin is 10% or 
less of the starting 
values of the armies 
involved or defined 
as a draw by the 
scenario) 

• A loss is worth 0 
points. 

• A bonus point can be 
earned for winning 
against someone 
higher than you in 
the league. 

• And you must play at 
least ten games to 
be in contention for 
the title and you 
must be a member. 

• Remember any 
game can be a 
league game as long 
you agree with your 
opponent 
beforehand. 

Nick Jenkin 
League Muppet 

Bragging Rights 2004 (as of 20/09/2004) 

Player Played Won Drawn Lost Bonus Points Rating 

Richard Kerry 14 11 1 2 1 24 1.71 

Dave McCoy 18 11 3 4 2 27 1.50 

Nick Jenkin 16 9 3 4 3 24 1.50 

Mark Freeth 16 9 2 5 2 22 1.38 

Ben Dove 12 5 3 4 1 14 1.17 

Dave Offen-James 22 8 4 10 4 24 1.09 

Mark Waple 12 5 2 5 1 13 1.08 

Dave Driver 15 5 3 7 3 16 1.07 

Peter Hibbett 13 4 1 8 4 13 1.00 

Ross McNaughton 21 7 2 12 4 20 0.95 

Nathan White 12 4 1 7 2 11 0.92 

Paul Russell 16 4 3 9 3 14 0.88 

Andrew Driver 18 5 1 12 3 14 0.78 

Ken Dunn 1 1 0 0 0 2 2.00 

John Barter 4 3 1 0 0 7 1.75 

Matthew Pinto 8 5 1 2 1 12 1.50 

Nick Doran 4 3 0 2 0 6 1.50 

Antony Walls 7 4 2 1 0 10 1.43 

Simon Ashe 5 3 0 2 1 7 1.40 

Mark Walker 3 1 1 1 1 4 1.33 

Ian W 9 4 1 4 2 11 1.22 

Callum Smith 5 2 0 3 1 5 1.00 

Lee Cook 8 2 1 5 2 7 0.88 

Jeff Crane 5 1 1 3 1 4 0.80 

Richard Crane 6 1 1 4 1 4 0.67 

Jamie Morton 4 1 0 3 0 2 0.50 

The Disclaimer 
This material is completely unofficial and in 
no way endorsed by Games Workshop 
Limited.  
Adeptus Astartes, Battlefleet Gothic, Black 
Templars, Blood Angels, Blood Bowl, 
Catachan Jungle Fighters, Chaos Space 
Marines, the Chaos device, Codex, Dark 
Eldar, Dark Angels, Dark Future, the 
Double-Headed/Imperial Eagle device, the 
40k device, Dwarfs Crossed Hammer logo, 
'Eavy Metal, Epic, Eldar, Eldar symbol 
devices, Eye of Terror, the Games 
Workshop logo, Games Workshop, 
Genestealer, Golden Demon, Gorkamorka, 
Grey Knight, Hammer of Sigmar, Horned 
Rat logo, Inquisitor, the Inquisitor device , 
Khorne, the Khorne device, Kislev, Kroot, 
Leman Russ, Mordheim, Necron, 
Necromunda, Nurgle,  Nurgle logo, Ork, Ork 
Skull devices, Skaven, Skaven logos, 
Slaanesh, Slaanesh logo, Slottabase, 
Space Hulk, Space Marine, Space Marine 
chapter logos, Space Wolves, Sisters of 
Battle, Steel Legion, Talisman, Tau, the Tau 
caste designations, Tyranid, Tyrannid, 
Tzeentch, Tzeentch logo, Ultramarines, 
Vampire Count logo, Von Carstein, Von 
Carstein logo, Chaos, 40k, GW, Warmaster, 
Warhammer, White Dwarf, and all 
associated marks, names, characters, 
illustrations and images from the 
Warhammer world and Warhammer 40,000 
universe are either (r), TM and/or  (c) 
Games Workshop Ltd 2000-2004, variably 
registered in the UK and other countries 
around the world, used without permission. 
No challenge to their status intended. All 
Rights Reserved. 
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